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SAN FRANCISCO.—More witnesses dug up by the
FBI trailed across the courtroom here to testify against
Harry Bridges.
Among them was Dorothy Lovelace, who said that
Bridges was brought to her home one time by Hugh
Adams, Portland longshoremen, and that they were looking for Matt Meehan.
When asked if Adams was a Communist, she said—
"Well, yes, I guess so."
Adams is a legislator in Oregon, as well as a wellknown member of his local and a delegate to the recent
ILWU convention.
The prosecution read into the records a document,
unsigned, purporting to come from Mrs. Lovelace's deceased husband, Richard, and at the noon recess Friday,
April 19, it had not mentioned Bridges' name.
The defense objected to the document in that it was
unsigned and if accepted would deprive the defense of
their constitutional right to cross-examine.
Another witness Friday was Amos Ray Kelley, owner
of the Atwood hotel in Seattle, who quoted Dutch Deitrick
as saying to Bridges one time, "You're a swell fellow except for the commies around you."
Kelley, it was brought out, tried to make a deal with
the CIO some time back to start a rival union in order to
oppose an AFL hotel workers union's demands for increased wages. Bridges was contacted, but, naturally,
wouldn't go for the deal—and maybe that explains why
Kelley testified Bridges is a red.

Smaliman
Convicted

LOS ANGELES—Plans for the
continued defense of Britt Webster and Claude Smallman were
already being mobilized here following announcement this week
of their conviction of murder
charges.
The guilty verdict came as a
shock to labor, and even to the
conservative press and others,
since there had been no evidence
In the trial introduced which
tied the two union men directly
to the killing of John Riley in
San Pedro in 1935.
Sentence will be passed on
April 25, when a motion for a
new trial will be made.
The conviction carries with
It a sentence of from 20 years
to life.
Grover Johnson, defense attorney, along with Leo Gallagher,
declared the two men are cheerful and are looking forward to
the continued struggle for freeSAN FRANCISCO—The second Bridges deportation trial dom.
for
week
last
recess
after
here,
moved into its second week
"Smallman sends greetings to
the ILWU convention.
his brother members of the
all
Developments included the taking of testimony from witnesses who Marine Firemen's union," Johncommunist
so-called
in
leader
CIO
the
place
actually
attempted to
son told the VOICE.
meetings, and the admission by the chief prosecutor that the proseIt was reported in the press
the
of
overthrow
the
cution is not charging Bridges with belief in
that one of the reasons for the
government by force and violence. .0
jury's bringing in a verdict of
The most interesting, witness opposed the policies of the Comguilty was that although they did
mema
was Maurice Cannalonga,
munists he approved of the polinot believe the men actually
ber of the Marine Firemen.
cies of Bridges.
guilty that "something had to be
attordefense
by
pressed
Chief
When
Cannalonga almost sent
done to stop labor violence."
Prosecutor Del Guercio into a neys concerning this as how he
conniption fit by getting on the could tell the FBI Bridges was a BROIGHT INTO LINE
One juror is reported to have
stand and denying he had ever communist and also say he agreed
seen Bridges at a Communist with Bridges' union policies but persistently urged upon the rest
not with the Communists, Canna- of the jury this point of view,
meeting.
and it was reported that those
He said "no" in answer to longa said:
"Damn it all, a man makes a jurors who were against convicWhether he had ever attended a
meeting with Bridges in which all monkey of himself up here an- tion were finally brought into line
on this reasoning.
those present were Communists. swering so many questions."
It was not oilty on this question
he
that
said
Cannalonga
A majority of the jury, it was
"didn't know what there was to that Cannalonga 'made a monkey reported, did not believe that
testify against Bridges," when of himself.
either Webster or Smallman had
Del Guercio asked him if he 1941 BRIDGES SUPPORTED CIO
struck the fatal blow.
previously talked to the proseHe said he "believed" Bridges
They threw overboard entirely
cutor concerning testifying in was a communist but he couldn't what seemed obvious from the
the case.
be sure. He said that all present at start that the two union men, to
a Seattle hotel meeting in May, begin with, merely acted in self
FBI PRESSURE
1937, when a group of union offi- defense against the goon squad
Cannalonga, wflo Is now workquestion of terrorism being conducted against
ing in a Seattle shipyard, indi- cials discussed the
from the AFL into the union members in San Pedro at
cated pressure had been put on swinging
him by the FBI to testify and to CIO, were communists and then the time.
several of
It was brought out in the
sign a statement some time ago. said he wasn't sure of
trial time and again that this
Del Guercio asked him of his them.
Bridges advocated going CIO at terrorism was directed by the
statements to the FBI had been
meeting.
the
police, who allowed those who
reCannalonga
"voluntary," and
Another s:gnificant admission attack union members to roam
plied "yes and no."
by Cannalonga when freely around the city.
When pressed further by Judge was made
to Matt
Sears as to whether he had been he said that he had come
Meehan, secretary-treasurer of
threatened by the FBI, he said,
the ILWU, two years ago upon
"well, no, I guess not."
by an immigraOther admissions by Canna- being contacted
about testifying
official
longa not to the liking of the tion
LOS ANGELES.—The CIO Uniprosecution was one that while he
(Continued on Page 3.)
ted Auto Workers were certified
last week by the national labor
relations board as sole collective
bargaining agent for the more
than 7,000 workers at the North
American Aviation Co. plant here.
The union defeated the AFL
machinists in an election several
weeks ago.
The union has submitted a conBy COLE JACKMAN
tract calling for wage increase and
Secretary, Longshore Coast Labor Relations Committee
SAN
labor relations committee improved conditions.

Seek
ILWU
Office

Bridges Official
Defense Report
Donations Given

SAN FRANCISCO.—There SAN FRANCISCO—Work- SAN FRANCISCO. — Here
will be competition for all but ers from the Deep South, sun- is the official report of the
two positions in the coming ny Hawaiia, and snow-covered convention of the Internareferendum vote for interna- Alaska, swelled the Harry tional Longshoremen's and
tional officers of the ILWU, Bridges defense contributions Warehousemen's Union,
according to the nominations to $2,638 this week with mari- adopted by unanimous vote of
made at the convention last time and dock unionists again the convention and which is
in the lead.
Three longshore delegates from Hawaii were attentive week in Los Angeles. •
to be submitted to the Seattle
President Harry Bridges was
Mine, mill & Smelter Workers, longshore local 1-19, by a
participants in ILWU convention. Left to right, Harry
nominated by the president of his Local 374, Fort Smith, Ark., sent
Hosea, Frederick Kamahoahoa and Ichiro Izuka. Kama- own,
committee elected at the conlocal, San Francisco long- in $10 while ILWU 1-37, Honolulu
1-37,
Honolulu
local
longshore
of
is
hoahoa
secretary
vention:
shoremen, for re-election.
longshoremen, gave $100; Mine,
victor in recent labor board elections.
The convention was formally
Henry Schmidt de c 1 ared

NMU Wins More
Tanker Raises
NEW YORK—The Continental Oil Co. last week signed
for a 8'7.50 wage increase with the National Maritime
Union on all its tankers, joining more than a dozen other
tanker companies under the master agreement. Continental is one of the largest oil companies in the country
but at present has limited marine activity.
NEW YORK—The CIO National Maritime Union last
week won more wage increases for its members on oil company tankers, when all tanker companies with whom the
union had been negotiating signed fot- the wage'increase.
>
(
The companies also agreed to
discuss the question of increased and Commercial Molasses agreed
war bonuses in the event any of to a special addendum embodying
the tankers are diverted into war the main clauses required by the
zones.
union.
The following companies signed:
Pennsylvania Shipping Co., B
& L Shipping Co., Commercial
Molasses Corp., Sinclair Refining Co., Pan American Petroleum & Transport Co., Gulf Oil
NEW YORK — The American
Corp., Daly Tankship Corp.,
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Na- Communications Association, CIO,
tional Bulk Carriers, American came out of an arbitration case
Sugar Transit Corp., Petroleum with RCA Communications, Inc.,
Navigation Co., and C. D. Mal- with a 100 percent victory this
week when Arbitrator Herman A.
lory Co.
First to agree to the union's de- Gray, professor at New York Unimands was Sinclair Refining, versity, upheld the union's conwhich signed an addendum to the tention that its labor agreement
with the company guaranteed a
existing agreement.
2 hour—five day work week.
/
The next to fall in line were C. 371
Company officials have estiD. Mallory and Commercial Momated that. $50,000 per year in
lasses.
C. D. Mallory incorporated the overtime payments would have to
wage and overtime increases in be made as a result of the dethe renewal of their agreement, cision.

ACA Wins
Overtime Beef

Bridges to be "a much better
American than many people
born in this country." "He has
made many moves that has taken money out of the pockets of
the employers and placed it in
the pockets of the workers."
Bridges' nomination was seconded by Roy Donnelly, San Pedro
longshore Local 1-13, who said
he seconded the nomination because his local "gave credit where
credit is due."
Delegate Paul Heide from the
(Continueg on Page 3.)

ILWU Backs
Voice
FRANCISCO—Full
SAN
support w a s unanimously
voted to the VOICE by the
convention of the ILWU in
Los Angeles last week, and
"all locals were urged to increase their bundle orders
so that every member of
our organization may see

The VOICE "should be
used increasingly in organizing to show the workers
that there is an organization with a program for
their protection," the delegates voted.
Future plans for expansion of the VOICE through
merger with other CIO
papers on the coast, were
also adopted by the convention.

Mill & Smelter Workers, Local
203, Juneau, Alaska, donated $50,
and the Juneau Industrial Union
Council, $22.
The stewards department on
the President Monroe turned In
$178.50 to threaten the No. 1
spot held by the Marine Cooks
& Stewards of the Lurline.
The Lurline cooks have given
$238 to date, largest contribution
from any ship's crew.
MFOW members on the Lurline
donated $10 during the week.
San
Francisco longshoremen
bought $248 of stamps, Edgar E.
Reite, secretary-treasurer, reporting the $5 variety the most popular. ILWU 1-14, Eureka, sent in
$15 from stamp sales; ILWU 1-6,
San Francisco, $43.

The pre-convention committee
next presented their report covering mainly the seating of delegates
whose credentials had already
been received prior to the convention, proposed convention rules
and assigned those resolutions in
MARINE COOKS
the hands of the international
Marine Cooks sold $78 of prior to the convention opening
stamps at the San Francisco headquarters. Henry Schmidt, ILWU dateT.he credentials committee re1-10, turned in $23 from sales at ported that there were 20,960
the Los Angeles convention. Pa- paid up membership with 52
cific Coast Labor Bureau employes paid up locals. There were 99
gave $13. Cooks on the Frank Mc- delegates in the convention who
Cormack bought $46 of stamps; represented 234 votes. They
NMU in scattered ports on the stated, however, that this sumeast coast, $36; Machinists, Lodge mary does not represent the entire membership, inasmuch as
68, $25.
per capita is not paid on all
Timber workers gave genermembers.
ously, too. IWA 3-1, Littierock,
Following the report of the creWash., $25; IWA Ladies Auxilcommittee and the seating
dentials
$1;
iary No. 5, Klaber, Wash.,
the delegates, the pre-convenIWA Local 21, Olympia, $10; of
tion rules committee report was
Alaska Fishermen's Union, $19;
acted upon.
Marine Firemen by M. kerner,
The convention rules were ad$5; NMU, San Francisco branch opted with little debate except for
$16. There were other scattered one rule providing that the busidonations totalling several hun- ness of the convention be concluded by the last session on Saturdred dollars from unions and
day, April 12, and all unfinished
(Continued on Page 3.)
business of the convention at that

Signing the Alaska Agreements

CIO Asks Raises
In Plane Plant

Longshore Work
Rules Demands

FRANCISCO.—The coast
for the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union has submitted to Dean Wayne L. Morse complete proposals on working and dispatching rules for Pacific coast
longshoremen.

These proposals include requests0
for severance pay, vacations with
Arbitration of coast rules began
pay, group health insurance and on Tuesday, April 15, with the
supplementing of old age benefits employers immediately contesting
In addition to numerous rules per- the propriety of certain of the untaining strictly to hiring and dis- ion proposals as coming within the
patching of longshoremen and scope of the arbitrator's jurisdicconditions under work shall be tion.
performed on the job.
Hearings are temporarily reThe union committee believes cessed but will be resumed at an
the sum total of these proposals early date.
to be definitely consistent and
The committee is presently
compatible with a decent Ameriengaged in assemblying of evican way of life to which every
dence to substantiate the proworker is entitled, and further
posals submitted and drafting of
believe the employers can well
proper reasons justifying such
afford to meet these demands
proposals.
and still have enough profit reThe coast committee for the
maining for champagne, caviar ILWU will continue to function in
and Rolls-Royces.
that capacity until a new commitHearings opened in San Fran- tee of two longshoremen and one
cisco on Monday, April 14, before from the north and one from the
Coast Arbitrator Morse. The first south, augmented by the internaday of the hearing was devoted to tional president, is elected and inthe Port Townsend dispute, on stalled. This represents the action
which the union had requested a of the recent fourth annual ILWU
rehearing.
convention.

Miners Win
Pay Raise
NEW YORK—Pay raises of $1
a day were agreed to here this
week by northern soft coal operators as demanded by the CIO
United Mine Workers.
The 300,000 miners still out
of the mines will not return, John
L. Lewis announced, however,
until successful negotiations are
concluded with the southern coal
operators who last week walked
out of the conference.
Signing of the northern operators brings more than 70 per
cent of the soft coal mines
under agreement with the
union.
Southern operators are refusing to agree to elimination of the
40-cent-a-day differential between
wage
northern
and
southern
scales.
The scale agreed to by the
northern operators, who when negotiations started said they
wouldn't budge an inch, was $7.

opened by the President of the San
Pedro Longshore Local, John
Mitchell, who introduced the various convention speakers, Philip
Connelly, secretary of the California state CIO council, and A. Rosenfeld of the Los Angeles harbor
commission, representing Mayor
Fletcher Bowron.
The invocation was delivered by
the Reverend A. Heist.
The convention was then called
to order officially by having the
over to President H.
chair
R.

Here's a shot of the negotiating committees for the maritime unions and the Alaska Salmon Industry Inc. signing
the Alaska agreements Wednesday, April 16, that released the Delarof bound for Chignik. Standing, reading left to
right: Bob Steward, MCS; Raymond Aguirre, secretary, Alaska Cannery Workers Union; Brother Nolan, Alaska Cannery Workers; Jim Smith, East Bay Machinist; Walter Fuhrer, Alaska Salmon Industry Inc.; Brother Patterson, MCS,
Andrew Vigen, Alaska Fishermen's Union and Revels Cayton, secretary of the District Council No. 2 of the Maritime
Federation. Sitting: Secretary Burke, MCS; Mr. Tichenor of the Alaska Packers; R. E. Meriwether, secretary of the
REBA; Mr. Barthold of the Alaska Packers dnd E. F. Dillon, business agent of the Machinist Local 68.

time be referred to the incoming
executive board, unless by a twothirds vote the convention decided
otherwise.
CLOSING DATE
This rule was eventually adopted by a majority vote of the delegates and the decision to continue
the convention beyond the time set
in the rules was unanimously
passed by the convention on Saturday, April 12, continuing the
convention over the week-end until
Monday, April 14.
The convention committees were
then appointed and the convention
recessed for the first day to allow
the committees to get to work and
to expedite conclusion of the convention.
All convention committees were
established before recessing the
first day and the committees immediately went to work on the various resolutions and reports assigned to them.
The main business of the convention could generally be separated into three broad parts:
(1) Important amendments to
the constitution as recommended by the international officers.
(2) Recommendations of the
International officers and the
organizing committees made in
the officers' reports.
(3) The subject matter and
recommendations contained in
the various resolutions submitted by the locals and the delegates.
The international officers had
collaborated in preparing a draft
of an amended constitution, the
draft containing many minor and
major changes in the present provisions of the constitution.
CONSTITUTION
It was explained by the officers
that the changes in the constitution were aimed at building a nation al organizational structure
(Continued on Page 2.)
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with changes for better administration of the union and the necessity for an international constitru'toM in order to operate properly
as a national organization.
Further, it was pointed out
the necessity for language in the
for
provide
to
constitution
proper charges and trial procedure both against the international officers and in order that
the international officers could
also bring charges against locals
or local officers or individuals
for fake charges and accusations made against international
officers.
The basis of the amendments to
the constitution was also to
change the present form of our
Organization from a district form
functioning as a national organization to a national form of organization with national officers,
executive board and national perspectives.
The first days of the convention
were mainly taken up by the report of the constitution committee
to which the constitutional amendments were referred.
Most of the debate and opposition against the amendments centered around certain points in the
constitution, specifically changing
of conventions and the term of office from one to two years; the
provisions in the constitution providing that the international officers could file charges against
local officers and individuals in
the ranks for false accusations
and malicious attacks made outside of regular union meetings or
outside of regular union publications.
It was argued by some delegates, particularly delegates from
Seattle, Olympia and John Brost
of Portland, that the new provisions would have the effect of
stifling democratic criticism by
members of the rank and file.
The constitutional committee
and the international officers
and other delegates argued that
the constitution did not so provide ,but on one hand restricted
any statements made, whether
true or otherwise, to the regular
meetings of the local union or
regular publications of the local
union, and that any member of
the union could still make all
the charges he wished anywhere
he desired, except that he stood
the chance of being put on trial
and forced to prove such
charges if the international officers accused so believed and
so desired.
,
FALSE CHARGES
They further argued that the
constitutional provisions w e re
merely aimed at false charges and
statements against international
officers that are made outside of
the local union meetings or publitions, and that it is fair and democratic to require the membership
or any of the membership that
desires to make any statements,
criticism or utter any condemnation of the international officials
to do so in the regular meetings
of the union where they can be
answered or explained and not be
used to cause dissension and disruption.
The constitutional provisions
providing for 15% recall of the international officers, or allowing
charges to be brought against international officers remained practically unchanged, and in some
cases were strengthened.
A large amount of debate and
opposition developed around the
amendments for holding the convention every two years and therefore the extension of the term of
International officers from one to
two years.
It was argued by the opponents
to this measure that annual conventions were a basic principle of
the ILWU and gave the rank and
file a chance to elect their delegates and get together every year
to argue and straighten out problems and disputes concerning their
interests.
It was further argued that at
the present time with many international and national problems
concerning the workers, it was inadvisable to extend the time of
the annual convention from one to
two years.
The international officers, constitution committee and other delegates argued that under the present constitution four months of
every year is practically given
over at great expense to going to
conventions, being in convention,
and conducting the elections and
referendums following conventions.
It was argued further that a
change would have to be made
In the convention assessment
from its present form to a form
providing that every local in the
international would have the expenses of at least one delegate
paid to the convention instead of
just delegates from the Pacific
coast district, exclusive of Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, the east
and the Gulf.
The international officers pointed out that it was unfair for the
convention assessment to apply
only to certain locals and that one
thing or the other should be done:
Abolish the convention aseessment
entirely if the conventions were to
be held yearly, or extend them to
every local in the international including Alaska, Hawaii and the

east, and hold the conventions
every two years.
The constitution provides that
one petition signed by 15% of the
members, a caucus or conference
could be called for any occupational group of members, the expenses
to be borne by those workers.
CONFERENCES
It was further pointed out by
the constitution committee and
the officers that provisions were
made in the constitution for each
group within the international,
such as longshoremen., warehousemen or clerks, to have conferences
of delegates from their own locals
in between conventions, such conferences to concern themselves
with the specific problems of the
group.
For example, in between the
present convention and the next
convention, a conference of all
longshoremen can be called on the
Pacific coast to handle matters
concerning onl y longshoremen
without such matters being necessarily Wien up at each convention and delaying the convention
and keeping delegates from other
groups sitting while such caucus
was going on.
The motion to hold the conventions every two years and extend
the term of office for two years
was eventually put to roll call and
carried by 160-27/35 yes and
75-6/7 no.
Another important part of the
constitution that created debate
was the change in the form of the
executive board structure and executive board representation.
Under the constitution before
amendment, each craft was segregated for the purpose of executive
board representation, with the majority of the executive board members provided for to be longshoremen, a certain number to be warehousemen, a certain number to be
scalers and checkers, making an
executive board of twenty-one all
told.
NOT DEMOCRATIC
It was the recommendation of
the officers and the constitution
committee that this form of representation was not truly democratic, was large and cumbersome
and clung to the old craft lines
and prejudices instead of being
formulated along more of an industrial union basis.
To correct this, the officers
and the constitution committee
had proposed a division of our
national organization into geographical divisions, one division
being the Pacific coast including
Alaska and Hawaii, another being the Gulf, another divlilon
being the middle east, another
division the eastern seaboard
states and the fifth division
being Canada.
It was then proposed that each
convention would divide such geographic divisions into smaller
areas for the purpose of electing
executive board members at each
convention with a limit of ten
executive board members, exclusive of titled officers, to come
from any one geographic division,
with a further restriction against
any two executive board members
coming from the same local in
each geographic division.
The officers and the constitution
committee argued that it was their
purpose to preserve as much as
possible some representation for
smaller locals and believed that
the amendment would allow this,
although not to the positive degree
as before.'
The constitution provided following the geographic divisions
that caucuses of all the delegates
in the said geographic divisions
would be held at convention to
nominate two candidates for each
executive board position in that
geographic area, and later in the
convention such caucuses were arranged and held and each elected
their respective candidates in the
primary election for a final runoff, with the voting restricted on
those candidates to the membership in the respective geographic
districts from which each executive board candidate was nominated.
As an example, therefore, the
constitution committee recommended, and the recommendation was approved unanimously
by the convention, that for the
purpose of caucusing and nominating executive board members for the run-off that the
Pacific coast would be divided
as follows: Washington and
Alaska as one geographic division; Oregon, including the ports
of Vancouver and Longview,
Washington, as another geographic division; Northern California including Hawaii as another geographic division; and
Southern Calfornia as the last
division, with three board members to come from Washington,
two from Oregon, three from
Northern California and Hawaii
and two from Southern California.
Each particular division as
enumerated above was required to
caucus and select two candidates
in a primary election 1,n each caucus to be placed on a referendum
ballot at the same time as international officers, and such ballot
would be so that only the ILWU
members in that particular geographic division would vote on
their respective executive board
member candidates,

After many explanations and
debate, the situation and the recommendation of the committee
was clarified to the extent that
the proposals for executive board
members and their election was
carried unanimously by the convention.

BASIC CHANGE
Another basic change was the
elimination of the provision restricting more than one titled officer from any one local.
It was the recommendation of
the international officers and the
constitution committee that such
barriers were shortsighted and did
not allow for a democratic choice
of officers and definitely restricted
the area from which leadership
could be procured, especially from
the larger locals that had many
members and therefore allowed
greater possibiilties of selecting
leadership from the local.
Under the amended constitution
more than one titled officer may
be elected from any one local.
The amendments provide for the
consolidation of the international
office by moving the secretary's
office and the president's office together, thereby eliminating the
secretary's office in Seattle.
This was proposed and supported in convention in order to
create a more efficient organizational and administrative structure, and under the amended
constitution the secretary's office and the president's office
will be located in San Francisco.
In order that an international
office will still be maintained in
Seattle, the constitution provides
for the maintenance of branch offices, and by a special decision of
the convention, although not made
as a constitutional amendment, the
second vice-president will occupy
an international branch office in
Seattle until the next convention.
MINOR CHANGES
There were other minor changes
brought about by the constitutional amendments, such as raising of
expenses for international officers
to provide for a maximum of $8.00
per day expenses when traveling
away from home or the actual expenses up to that amount.
It was explained in support of
this that a hardship is being
worked on the international officers, especially fhen traveling
away from the Pacific coast,
and that hotel rooms, meals,
etc., are not nearly covered by
the present $4.00 allowance. Car
mileage was allowed at five
cents per mile when the officer
was using his own car.
Executive board members were
to receive the same expense allowance as international officers
and $6.00 per day wages.
The constitution also raised
from $4.00 to $5.00 per day under
the convention assessment the
subsistence allowance for convention delegates when attending the
convention and when paid out of
the convention assessment.
Proper provisions were made for
the bonding of various officers entrusted with funds and the per
capita tax was kept at the same
level, namely 50c per member per
month, with a special convention
decision setting aside 15c of the
per capita for strictly organizing
purposes.
In the case of the titled officers,
the constitution provides for four
officers, a president, a first vicepresident, second vice-president
and secretary-treasurer.
It is provided that nominations

and preliminary elections in the
convention be held for each of
those offices separately and that
a candidate cannot be nominated
for more than one office.
T h e constitution, although
maintaining a national organizing committee, as established in
the 1938 convention, created the
position of organizational director who is ale() the first vicepresident, with sote responsibility for carrying out organizational work, appointing of organizers and spending organizational
funds.
It was explained that this was
necessary owing to the clumsy
method that formerly prevailed
under the national organizing
committee which required a meeting of the national committee to
make a specific decision and when
such meetings sometimes required
great expense and delay, especially
when the four national officers
comprising the committee were
scattered in various parts of the
nation.

CONSTITUTION
There was long and extended debate as to whether the constitution as amended should be adopted
in convention or adopted in convention and referred to referendum vote for approval.
The International officers and
the constitutional committee and
many of the delegates favored
and supported immediate adoption of the constitution in convention, a rg uing that the
changes sought under the amended constitution were Immediately necessary and constitutional amendments are at any
time complicated or technical
and do not lend themselves readily to be placed on a referendum
ballot, and further, that ever
since the inception of our union,
all constitutional amendments
had been made in convention.
The delegates from Olympia and
Seattle, some delegaes from Portland and some other ports argued
in favor of a referendum vote on
the constitution.
Eventually it was suggested by
Delegate Fetzer of the San Pedro
longshore local that the longshoremen caucus in order that a
few points of the constitution
might be clarified.
Following the tongshore caucus that was called, the issue
as to whether the constitution
should be adopted in convention
and become immediately effective was put to a roll call vote
and the motion to adopt in convention carried by the overwhelming majority vote of 197.4
to 35.5, with the main vote
against adoption of the constitution in convention being registered by delegates from Seattle, Everett, Olympia, Aberdeen and Portland locals, the
Seattle reconditioners and some
small locals.
The constitution
was thus
adopted in convention and the
amendments recommended by the
international officers and the constitution committee became effective immediately, except that it
was provided at the outset of the
convention that the v oting
strength and the representation of
the delegates to the convention
be the same as under the old constitution until the conclusion of
all business of this convention.
The other main business of the
convention was covered by officers' reports and resolutions, and
following the adoption of the constitution, the convention proceeded with the officers' reports and

Faces Jail Term

of the Maritime Federation of the who heard many pro and con ar- in Seattle and Portland and urged
Pacific with the national CIO guments on the entire matter ap- that the convention toke such
maritime committee as the west proved same with no objections steps as may be necessary to orcoast branch of that committee from the Seattle delegates.
ganize these checker locals into
and for the ILWU to urge the maThe convention definitely was the ILWU.
rine firemen as an independent of the opinion that certain corAs there still remains an unemunion to maintain their affiliation rections should be made in the ployed army of nine million, the
SEATTLE, ET AL
with the federation when it af- situation concerning the activi- convention went on record to coA great amount of discussion filiated with the CIO Maritime
ties of the officials of the Se- operate with the unemployed, calland debate centered around stateCommittee.
attle local and other locals men- ing for higher appropriations and
ments in the president's report
T hi s recommendation w a s tioned in the report and at no more adequate family budgets.
directed against the activities of
adopted unanimously by the con- time did the convention or any
The other resolutions that were
the officials of the Olympia, Se- vention.
officer or any delegate to the submitted and adopted will be
cerattle and. San Pedro locals in
The recommendation to try to convention make it anything but found in the official ILWU paper,
tain regards.
negotiate the amalgamation of all clear that any remarks concern- the VOICE.
First, the report called attencoaat labor papers, such as the ing these locals were not directFree discussion and debate
tion to the opposition and activVOICE, the San Francisco bay ed against the membership but
was held on all questions and
ities against the new longshore
against
the
individuals
and ofarea Labor Herald, the Portland
no complaint was heard at any
contract, pointing out that they
CIO Industrial Unionist, etc., into ficers specifically named.
time that issues or questions
had opposed the contract and in
The other main part of the busi- were railroaded through. Each
one CIO paper with additional
many respects were still oppospages to carry the news of the ness of the convention was cov- day saw many visitors in the
ing it by refusing to observe its
ILWU in order to establish an in- ered by the various resolutions gallery and the press was well
conditions.
ternational IL WU paper, was presented by the locals and dele- represented.• Each Los Angeles
Specifically, in the case of, Se- adopted in principle by the con- gates, generally summarized as paper, two San Francisco paattle, the convention's attention vention and referred to the in- follows:
pers and the New York Times
was called to the Seattle local coming executive board and offiA resolution regarding a 10c an had daily representatives at the
misinforming the membership of cers for action.
hour wage increase in August, a press table, free to come and go
that local in regard to having no
at will.
The convention approved the conference to be held of ILWU
jointly signed labor relations comdelegates
in
the
Maritime
FederaA unanimous vote was recorded
recommendations of the offimittee minutes and no jointly
cers' reports committee in re- tion convention in June to cover to support International President
agreed upon working and dissame.
Harry Bridges ''physically, morgard to the longshore negotiapatching rules except the rules of
The conference was instructed ally and financially" against detions
and
the
execution
of
the
May, 1935, and a few working
to take up the question of the portation proceedings.
and dispatching rules jointly longshore agreement, saying in straight six hour day between all
The convention unanimously reeffect
that
agreement
had
the
agreed to since that time.
not resulted In any speed-up of hours worked between 8:00 a.m. solved:
The committee also drew atten- the longshore members, had im- and 3:00 p.m.
"That in spite of the unpation to the activities of the Seat- proved their wages, and conThe convention went on record triotic action Of big business,
tle officials concerning their ac- siding
all circumstances, that in favor of House Resolution 1042 this convention p I ed g es its
cusations that the agreement prothe agreement was a good one to abolish poll taxes. This is im- wholehearted support and loyvided for the elimination of longand as good as could be pro- portant because the labor legis- alty to our government and to
shoremen doing dock or car work
cured under the circumstances lative committee in Washington the nation for REAL national
under the longshore agreement.
by the committee and that, were able to defeat such a bill defense and preparedness, for
The committee on officers re- therefore, those who had op- introduced in the state legislature the extension of the general welports held many lengthy meet- posed the ratification of the last year. Also the Geyer bill needs fare; that we will defend and
ings, during which time the dele- agreement by the rank and file the support of all labor to pre- protect the integrity of this
gates from Seattle, the interna- had no grounds for their criti- serve democracy in America.
country, the Declaration of Intional officers and others appeared cism of the longshore negotiat- LEGISLATION
dependence, the Constitution of
the United States and the Bill
before the committee to present ing committee or the internaA
broad
legislative
program
of Rights; and further, that we
their respective views in the mat- tional officials for securing the
was proposed and adopted regard- go on record
pledging full supter.
. agreement and recommending ing unemployment ins uranc e,
port to our country in case of
Delegate Frank Andrews of
Its acceptance.
workmen's compensation act, the national emergency, invasion or
Olympia and President Doyle of FETZER
Wage-Hours Bill, the licensing of aggression a g a I nst enemies
1-19 were appointed members
detective agencies, prohibiting the from without or within."
The
convencommittee
and
the
of the officers reports commitapproved the president's transportation of strike breakers
The convention was conducted
Brother Doyle withdrew tion
tee.
criticism of Francis Fetzer, ex- and also went on record against democratically at all times and in
the
first
upon
from committee
all
anti-labor
legislation.
ecutive board member of San
full accord with the rules of order.
meeting.
Regarding the King-RamsayPedro in agreeing on the negoRoll call votes and divisions of
committee
The officers reports
tiating committee to support and Conner case a resolution was
the house were granted when
eventually recommended to the recommend the longshore agree- adopted for their full support
asked.
convention the adoption of the ment and changing his mind after and a delegation was selected to
There were no goon squads and
recommendations and the state- returning home, thereby creating see Governor Olson regarding a
all delegates were able to express
ments carried in the president's great confusion in his own local pardon on May 4th.
report concerning the longshore and on the coast, and the convenRegarding the s m a 11 locals their opinion on the floor.
The convention doors were open
agreement and other such mat- tion criticized Delegate Fetzer for which have been locked out as no
to the public at all times, only beters, and the committee's recom- his action.
It was felt that work coming to their ports, they
mendation was adopted by the Brother Fetzer should have ap- have been taken care of by being ing closed when a roll call vote
convention amid a great deal of proved the contract in committee apportioned to the larger locals on was in progress.
argument pro and con and the and no changed his mind after a the coast with the understanding
The procedure was smooth and
statements in the report were ver- majority decision h a d bee n that if work returns to the small full debate was allowed on all
ports, they shall be returned.
bally elaborated on by the presi- reached.
questions.
It should also be called to the
dent and others, and answered by
Delegates submitted a written
The
the
eleccommittee
referred
attention of the northwest locals
the delegates from Seattle and
tion of a new coast labor rela- that the convention took action report for their locals, and were
mainly.
Olympia
tions committee to the longshore regarding the affiliation of the allowed additional time on the
SUPPORT BRIDGES
caucus and approved the presi- checkers who are still in the ILA floor for verbal reports.
It was the decision of the con- dent's recommendation that the
vention by a large majority that coast committee be composed of
the language and statements in the president, two longshore memthe presidents' report were borne bers elected at large with authorout by the facts and by an inves- ity to call in a fourth member of
tigation by the committee on offi- the committee to deal with any
cers' reports during their deliber- problem affecting any particular
ations on the report of the presi- port or locality if such problem
SAN FRANCISCO—The CIO Warehouse Union, Local 1dent and other international offi- arose. One member to be nominated and elected for the north- 6 ILWU, has just completed a contract covering 2,000 work•
cers.
Another part or the president's west, the other to be nominated ers in the Dried Fruit and Nut Industry in Santa Clara and
report directed against the inter- and elected in California.
San Benito Counties, President Gene Paton announced.
The contract includes, among
ference of the northwest repreThe committee also recomsentatives of the CIO, especially mended that the secretary com- other provisions, an increase of
EXbrook 1385
in Oregon and referring to CIO pile arbitration records and per- 21/2 cents an hour for the women
Brost,
was
M.
Representative John
form research work in the mat- employes, an increase of 5 cents
taken up by the committee on of- ter of statistics and other in- an hour for men, preference of
ficers' reports, who heard the formation for the benefit of all employment, and a semi-closed
291 Geary St., cor. Powell
statements of all concerned in locals in the international with shop.
It also includes an improved
meetings of the committee.
San Francisco
the prevision that any specific
Delegates from the Portland
seniority clause, vacations with
Information !Trap:red for arbipay for the first time in the hiswarehouse and Seattle waretration or negotiations by any
tory of the industry, and many
house locals and delegates from
one particular group, such group
other important concessions to
the Portland - Seattle longshore
would furnish same at is own
our union.
locals and other Columbia river
expense, If the international proThis is the first CIO contract in
ports appeared before the officured It.
cers' reports committee, either
The convention further approved this industry.
Formerly the workers belonged
in support or against the state- that arbitrations and arbitration
ments made in the president's expenses be borne by the various to an AFL federal local, but about
changed their affili- "and I've lived in hotels in every
report concerning John Brost.
occupational groups within the two years ago
Eventually, the officers' reports international by the pro-rating of ation and recently the CIO defeat- important port in the seven seas."
walk to
committee referred the action re- the expense of such arbitrations, ed the AFL decisively in a labor 200 rooms — short, level
spring matInner
downtown
points.
election.
board
quested by the president to a cau- etc., among each group. Howtresses, plenty steam heat, hot wacus of Oregon delegates who also ever, that negotiations and negoroom.
LOS ANGELES—Heritage Mor- ter. Sun deck, game
held a lengthy meeting with the tiating committees such as the
members of the officers' reports coast labor relations committee ris of the Utility Workers defeated $3.00 Wk. up-15c Day up
committee and the international would have expenses and salaries Leo Stockwell of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workofficials being invited to attend paid by the international union.
ers in the run-off for sergeant-atthe caucus.
Other recommendations by the arms last week in the Los Angeles
officers in their reports such as
OPPOSE BROST
CIO Council.
The caucus finally adopted a the amalgamation of the Seattle
resolution to the effect that warehousemen and reconditioners,
John Brost in his capacity as provisions for the protection and
CIO field representative and further service to Hawaii and
president of the Oregon state Alaska, the enforcement of our
CIO was harmful and detri- proper jurisdictional rights within
mental to the Interests of the the CIO concerning warehouses as
made in the reports of all the ofILWU and recommended that
ficers were approved by the conthe convention approve this povention.
sition and notify and call upon
The recommendation of viceall Oregon ILWU locals to conpresident Jack Price concerning
cur in the convention's action
and further, to recognize that the conventions of the state CIO
John M, Brost in his capacity as In Washington urging support of
the continuations committee esCIO field representative did not
In any way represent the inter- tablished as a result of the complaints against the procedure at
ests, the sentiment or the prothose
conventions was referred to
gram of the ILWU.
the international officers and exAnother motion was also
ecutive board.
adopted by the Oregon caucus
opposing the continuation of SPECIAL REPORT
In concluding the statements,
CIO Director William Dalrymple in that state as regional di- recommendations of the officers
rector because of his past acas contained in their reports and
tivities and collaboration with the reports of the officers reports
the ipen enemies of the ILWU, committee acting on such reports
namery, the IWA Columbia and their recommendations to the
River District Council officials.
convention and specifically the
The convention approved the recommendation of the president
resolutions regarding Brost and that a special report of this conDalrymple.
vention should be drawn up and
A further recommendation in approved by the convention and
the president's report called for presented to the Seattle local by a
VION.
the amalgamation and affiliation special committee, the convention 11.1.11.1.1•11
a
reports of other committees. In
dealing with the reports and recommendations, the committee on
officers' reports approved the reports and most of the recommendations.

Warehousemen Win
Pact for 2,001.
Dr. R. C. Cameron
Dentist

'Bestin the World
For the Money,

Says Captain Larsen

ALPINE HOTEL
480 PINE

$1.00 MAXIMUM CHARGE on any direct
non.stop point.lospoint trip in San Francisco
"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"

Luxor Cabs
ORdway 4040

Rotary Colorprint Inc.
Largest and Finest Equipped Newspaper and
Color Circular Printers in the West

This pretty gal faces a possible prison sentence becapse
she refused to turn over names of union members to her
employer. She is Merle Reese, president of Local 126 of
the SCMWA, CIO affiliate, who is appealing conviction of
contempt along with 17 others for refusing to give union
lists to California's Yoity 'Little Dies' committee.
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Bridges' Donations Seek
,AWitness to Bridges ILWU
emory Defense Office
(Continued from Page 1)

Seattle-Norittwest News Section

Webster-Smailman
Donations Continue

First Agreement Signed
For Alaska Season

(Continued from Page 1).
San
Francisco warehousemen also
trial.
first
the
Bridges
in
SEATTLE.—After weeks of negotiations, first agreement was concluded 'with the
gainst
By FRANK STAATS
seconded the nomination.
San Pedro NMU Dispatcher
At that time, he swore in a
Alaska Salmon Industry, Inc., by the Alask a Fishermen's Union, here this week
OPPOSITION
On April 14 a counter proposal
taternent to Meehan, he told the
SAN PEDRO.—The following named ships have donated was submitted to the AFL negoBecause he said he believed
an who came to him that he
rnents in working conditions.
of the federation district counthere should be "opposition in the to the Webster-Smallman defense fund since March 28, 1941: tiating committee by the Industry,
never seen Bridges in any
This section of the agreement,
cil No. 1 supported the position
Hall,
Makunton,
$1;
Frisco
the
of
Veaux
elections," William
providing for substantial wage in- covering some 1500 men, repreut and out communist meetings.'
taken by the Cannery Workers
l'had
J. Rodriguez, J. W. Brown, L. Seattle longshoremen nominated
$2.50; J. L. Luckenbach, $5; Leo Gallagher, this is the "worst
Since then, apparently, Cancreases and improved working sents a 19 per cent increase in
Maki, J. Isl. ',once, E. M. Miller, H.
and ACA.
$5.
Santa
Ana,
Nashaba,
$5;
the
from
delegate
frameup
since
Conn,
Baker,
SaccoVanzetti
Iverson,
Robert
Ernest
Anderson,
F.
rebeen
has
memory
conditions.
nalonga's
•
earning power over last year.
The position of the Cannery
Brazos, $1; Bylaye, $5; (Mill- ease," and the Webster-Smailman
in by Portland longshore local.
turned
was
dollars
Three
freshed by the FBI.
The proposal was accepted at a GUARANTEES
Workers is that there will be no
$7.50.
bar,
$5;
Toloa,
the
SS
on
members
MFOW
three
defense
committee
intends
to
apA second meeting was described
The two vice-president posiWord was received by Maritime memorandum agreements and
Elizabeth Kellogg, $5; Gulf- peal the verdict of the jury which special membership meeting the
Bering:
'
tions. are uncontested, with no
Y Cannalonga as having taken
following night. The agreement Federation District Council No. 1 that all negotiations be carried
N.
Page, $3.
GilLentz,
H.
Ralph Gratness, J.
the
secwas
guilty
of
murder
in
which
against
at
Francisco
run
Place in San
one nominated to
covers two geopraphical areas, April 15 that the Packers in San on by a coastwise negotiating
bert Biggs.
pride, $5; Berkshire, $4; Win. ond degree.
Twenty-three dollars came from J. R. (Bob) Robertson, Frisco
group of longshoremen and
'
Kodiak and the Westward and Francisco were attempting to committee in Seattle. That of
Mormacdove,
Calorie,
$5;
defense
The
Webster-Smallman
maritimeunion officials discussed the following black gang mem- Warehousemen 1-6, as first
Southeast Alaska.
stampede the ACA and the Can- the ACA Is that a master conHall,
$1;
TeguriGalveston
$5;
committee of the National MariRoscoe
vice-president, a n d
1.....0 egotiating a contract and "never bers on the SS Virginian:
The agreement for the West- nery Workers local 5 in San Fran- tract be negotiated In Seattle
Hawk,
$5.
Black
galpa,
$5;
intends
to
redouble
time
Union
Olsen,
Carl
R.
Chun,
Lawrence
longshore
party."
Craycraft, Portland
entioned the Communist
ward, affecting some 600 men, cisco into accepting memorandum by a coastwise negotiating comAmund J. Olsen, Harry McCarthy
As you know by now, the worst its effort to free these men and provides for an increase in pinks agreements
Local 1-8, as second vice-presiJr., S. Murray, K. Salonen, Lee AlREALLY AUTHENTIC
without other guaran- mittee.
continue
crews
to
ask
all
ships
Antone Fernandes, Mike Flandent. Cray craft was nominat- miscarriage of justice has been
from $2.19 to $3.00 on a lay of a tees than those of 1939.
To make both these meetings ford,
Aside from the AFU agreement,
nery, Frank Cassidy, K. L. Bell,
that they
ed by retiring second vice-presi- given to Brother Webster and with the financial help
The ACA and Cannery Work- no settlement has been arrived at
thousand cases.
authentic Communist meetings, S. A. Malone, D. Lingane, H. Jones,
all
NMU
us
and
giving
have
been
of
perstrength
on
the
Smallman
AnonyAnonymous,
Duart,
Chas.
dent, Jack Price.?
On reds, the increase is from ers, since 1939 have received wage with any other organizations inlizzoofannalonga added to those al- mous,
Anonymous.
jured evidence in this rotten ships that now have stamps and
gecny present the name of MorGene Paton, president of the
$4.39 to $5.00. In addition to this Increases, benefits and other con- volved. Neither the Machinists
Three dollars was contributed
money
in
to
the
not
sent
have
frame up.
ris Rapport, Washington Corn- by the following MFOW brothers San Francisco warehousemen, was
increased percentage on lay, a flat siderations in comparable work in (AFL) nor the United Fishermen's
In the words of defense lawyer San Pedro please do so now.
nominated for secretary-treasurer
increase of $15.00 was granted all other services and demanded some union have met for week. The
ntinist leader, at the first meet- on the beach:
brackets on monthly wages. There guarantee of such consideration Cannery Workers have not met
ing, and at the second meeting
A. Anonymous, Charles O'Dom, to fill the place left vacant by
J. Hugo.
Matt Meehan.
were also improvements over last to be included in the memorandum with the packers since April 2nd
illiam Schneiderman, California Si.The
of
the
SS
Oloblack gang
years working conditions.
agreements.
e
si.itommunist
r
leader.
and no meeting have been schedulpresident
of
the
Baker,
Ernie
pana contributed.$10 from the
This represents an increase in
The ACA Coastwise Alaska ne- ed at the time of this writing
This was a convenient recolPortland longshore Local 1-8,
following brothers:
earning power 15 per cent high- gotiating committee took a firm April 16th.
ntilection on the part of Cannanominated for secretary-.
C. Vines, D. Donnelly, R. Garrett, was
stand at a special ACA meeting
er than last year.
U. Thompson, F. C. treasurer also and the two will
The break in AFU negotiations
longa as compared to his state- F. Tasker,
Stewart, An Engineer, Makaroff.
In the Southeast Alaska cate- lasting from 7 p. m. to midnight, came suddenly when the packers
ments of two years ago, since
position.
for
the
run-off
The President Taylor MEOW
gory, a blanket increase of 22.50 establishing minimum conditions ofered the counter proposal grantwithout these two men the contributed $8.50:
Three persons declined nominamonthly was granted all brackets, for such memorandum agree- ing substantial increases. Otherbeen what he swore they were
A. C. Vincent, K. Lemons, J, K. tion for president. They were
"in
his
Brost
John
that
FRANCISCO.—Assertion
SAN
with a 10c per hour increase for ments.
wise, however, Van Hoevenberg
Namorhala, Laurence 0, Griffin, W. John Brost, Portland 1-8, and
meetings would merely have
T. Alex Chernoff, A. Stoakes, A.
capacity as CIO field representative, CIO state president or all overtime and general improveThe coordinating committee has remained adamant.
then—union meetings.
Heal herington, Henry J. Russell, Jack Doyle, Seattle longShore local
by
elected
specifically
is
not
for
which
he
in any capacity
Co-Chief Prosecutor Goodwin .11. .1, Murphy, Jerry Compotheka.
Ernie Bowen,
'president, and
The black gang on the SS Delthe ILWU, does not in any way represent the policies, senVirtually had an apoplextic fit
Pedro longshore Local 1-13.
the program of the ILWU," was made in a resoWhen Defense Attorney Grossman aroff contributed $10 and the
Brost was nominated by timents or
01,
0•04sked Cannalonga if it was gen- black gang on the Jane Christen- Paton, who said he was "going lution adopted by the convention of the union held last week
erally felt along the waterfront son contributed $9, as follows:
to vote for Bridges," but he be- at Los Angeles.
Wm. onirr, J, Buck, .1. P. Aku,
hat Bridges was being persecuted Geo.
The vote was overwhelmingly in .0
lieved that there should be a
Cronk, A. C. Lienewebin, Wm.
Perry, "Butch" Tweedy, Lopez,
favor
of adoption and of the more specifically elected by the
I ----- by the shipowners.
"vocal
from
the
candidate
Werner.
Judge Sears, however, ruled Theo.
group on the coast that does than 100 delegates present but a ILWU, he does not in any way
Joseph Well, R. Kimura, A. Diaz,
hat the question be answered, and J. C. Wilson, J. T. Hoke, Max Milnot agree on the policies and half dozen voted against its adop- represent the policies, sentiler, L.,W. Mills, D. MeGnigar, Steve
Cannalonga said:
ments or the program of the
program that has been laid tion.
Washney.
SEATTLE.—"Persistent and disquieting rumors are cirRequest that the national CIO I LW U."
"Yes, that's what is general
A contribution of $14.75 came down by Our international ofculating
that working standards for government employees
office remove William Dalrymple
.
believed among union men on in from the NMU crew on the ficers."
Here is the action on Dalrymple
SEATTLE — Aroused over are to be changed so that hours of employment will be lengthe waterfront."
Walter A. Luckenbach:
Brother Otto C. Unselt of Fort as CIO regional director for the as described in the official proattacks upon CIO Unions in thened and a speed-up system inaugurated," the CIO Council
ir
solA That ended his testimony.
Jack Montal, Oscar Larson, R. Bragg longshore Local 1-77 nomi- state of Oregon, was also voted ceedings of the convention:
Davidson, John Sanderson, J. C.
convention.
The accuracy of Cannaionga's Melvin,
the
by
the East, delegates to the of this city reported in a letter to President Roosevelt this
reason,
the
same
recommended
for
"The caucus
0. Fernandes, Clyde E. Too- nated Doyle
ii:300,41emory was shown when it was ley, R. E. Carter, Fred Davis.
When the vote was called,
and Bowen was nominated by
the convention go on rec- Seattle Industrial Labor week.
that
Lehn, A. Jarmy, A. Garman,
against adopSuch a policy "would have a
brought out that he made two L.E.
ord asking the national CIO to Union Council went on record
Zachan, M. Cribena, John Malone, Lloyd Seeliger, Los Angeles ware- only Brost voted
ffidavits for the FBI concern- Charles
house Local 1-26, who felt "there tion of the recommendation, alremove William Dalrymple as last week sending sharply serious effect on the living standThe
President Taft MFOW sent
though the chair asked if any
g the two alleged Communist
should be opposition."
CIO director In the state of Ore- worded protests against use ards and working conditions of
in $25:
the American people, as standards
other wished to be recorded
Meetings.
gon."
VOTE
HIGHEST
of troops to attack pickets in adopted by the governmept
RIVRN, Frank Aniorosa, Franserv•
His first affidavit said that cisJ. A.
voting no.
action,
the
this
In
discussion
on
Y. Lynch, •Phillip• Cataggio, A.
the McCormick International ice influence to a corisMerable
In making the nomination of
Dutch Deitrich, ILA lost Battalion Perieso, F. Roberts, R. D. Foster,
The two actions were recom- condemnation of Dalrymple came
0. Grady, James Florence, Paton for secretary-treasurer,
Harvester strike in Chicago, extent those in private industry,"
convention by a from all sides.
eader, was present at the Seattle James
SAN FRANCISCO--Sacramento
Hans Moller, Joseph Martin, P. Charles Duarte, Frisco warehouse mended to the
the Steel Workers strike the council declared.
and
by
delegates,
Oregon
Glickman,
all
Frank
J.
caucus
of
Gonzales,
V.
eeting.
AMERICAN CAN
was the target of CIO activity this
declared that his local
delegate,
Marcarda,
John
Lopipero,
Joseph
in
Pennsylvania.
votes of 17 to 3.
Then, it was indicated in cross- Vierra, Emil Alvarez, John B. HolUnemployment would also be week as the San Francisco InErnie Bowen, past president of
had grown from a membership
Strong protests were also regis- Increased by such a program, it
amination, the FBI returned to mes, Joseph Del'on, Antony Duarte,
APPROVED
dustrial Union Council trained all
the San Pedro longshore local, said
leadership
the
under
10,000
of
Arthur
J.
Olsen, Rudolph E. Mattered with Secretary of Navy was stated.
question himconcerning the facts, Non,
,
its guns on the battle against antiOrtez.
They came out of recommenda- that when he was president of the Knox and William S. Knudsen,
Paton and "he is the only man
of
. nd he made another affidavit
A conteibutfrin of $8 came from
"Increased work-loads should labor legislation.
local who polls a higher tions in the opening report of longshoremen in Pedro, an offi- OPM defense director, for their
In
the
, ying that Deitrich wasn't pres- the marine firemen on the SS
The fight to preserve labor's
President Bridges to the conven- cial of the Los Angeles Brewing Interference in the Allis-Chalmers be handled by increasing pervote than Bridges."
ent.
Mapele:
sonnel rather than by speed-up right to organize took a major
nominated was Roy tion, and were originally referred company (Eastside) had come to strike.
Also
H. Winners, P. Taylor. p. BahiHe said he couldn't remember
overtime work for em- share of the council's energy, acDonnelly, by Herman Stuyvel- to the officers reports committee. him asking for advice.
Delegates took this action out and
novitz. W. Fauntain, K. Henderson,
Whether or not the FBI had
The official told him, Bowen of the realization that if state and ployes already on the job," the cording to the weekly report of
M. Guava, J. Akin, Robertson, L.
the Frisco clerks, but This committee concurred in the
of
aar
come back to him and told him
Mosloff.
Mervyn Rathborne, trIo secretary
said, that he had received a governmental agencies are per- council told the president.
Seven dollars was turned in Donnelly declined, declaring in recommendations, but because of
—
'that Deitrich couldnt have been
here.
communication from William mitted to break these strikes, the
government
behalf
of
"In
subject
the
preferred
nature
of
the
talk
that
it
"takes
brief
a
present because Deitrich couldn't from the SS Alabaman MFOW:
Campaigning now to secure a
young men for war and old men to have the matter acted addi- Dalrymple as state director of maritime, fishing, woodworking employes in this vicinity who
Lefloon, H. F. McCarthy, A.
- eossibly have been a Communveto by the governor of the soCareen, H. Larranee, It. Rimatnia,
for peace" and that lie wanted tionally upon by the Oregon the Steel Workers Organizing and other CIO unions in the north- are members of the United Fedist!
L. Windier, P. Monohan.
Committee, urging the brewery west will soon be subject to the eral Workers of America, an called anti-sabotage bill, the counto give full credit to Paton for caucus.
Another witness against Bridges
to
use cans from the American same attacks in their efforts to affiliate of this council," the cil is again sending scores of
built
powerful
union
he
had
the
' The resolution on Brost follows:
.bPas a man named Sam Diner, who a window and saw Bridges at a
Co. even though at the very protect wages and working condi- letter concluded, "we would union men to the state capital as
Can
In San Francisco,
"Inasmuch as this problem is
admitted on the stand he had been Communist meeting.
every American Can tions of workers in this area, it appreciate a reply outlining the part of its "rolling labor lobby."
moment
Ernie Baker's name was put of the various officials and dele- pelled from the International
It was supposed to have been
Istatement of policy of the ad- Five busloads made the trek from
plant in California was shut was announced.
into nomination by Alvin G. gates that appeared before this
Ladies Garment Workers union on during the '34 strike, but he
ministration on these matters." San Francisco this week.
down completely by a strike of
The CIO Farm Equipment OrMunck of Bandon, Ore., who committee definitely indicate
harges of stealing funds from the couldn't remember whether at
Workers!
the
CIO
Steel
ganizing
Committee is strugpointed out that Baker had been that John Brost's activities as
L ..tion treasury.
the beginning, the middle or the
Further statements along this gling for better wages and Ima delegate to the 1940 and 1941 CIO field rep'resentative in the
Diner testified that Bridges had end. He couldn't hear what was
ILWU conventions and was elect- state of Oregon are in contradic- line were made concerning Dal- proved working conditions for
en present at an alleged state being said, but he knew it was
ed on a coastwise basis as a dele- tion and are harmful to the best rymple's action in the American employees at the McCormick
communist convention in 1935, but a communist meeting because
plant in Chicago.
Can strike by Roy Donnelly, Pedro
gate to the national CIO conven- interests of the ILWU; and
'ts couldn't remember more than he had been told it was by a
longshoremen 1-13; Herman Stuytion.
SEATTLE —Judge Donald A.
The American Federation of
- o other persons who had been man whom he couldn't remem"Inasmuch as this problem is velaar,
ship's
Frisco
clerks; Labor, in claiming jurisdiction
John Brost seconded the nomiMcDonald of the superior court
matimportant
proper
and
an
ber
a
now.
present.
Charles Duarte, Frisco warehouse- over strikebreakers working befor King county this week upnation of Baker, and declared
. One was Sam Darcy, then
ter for the attention of this conLaurence offered his testimony
men, and others.
that Baker "has much of the
hind the picket lines, has once
held a claim by the CIO InternaCommunist state secretary, and on the grounds he opposed Bridges ability that is required for the vention; therefore be it
Stuyvelaar declared that despite again betrayed organized labor.
tional Woodworkers of America
the other an "agent of the Corn- union policies, one of them being
"Resolved that this conven- the fact that the strike had been
The AFL is cooperating with
particular position" and that "he
that logging camp cookhouse and
unist International" who was Bridges advice to the Ford strikmaintenance workers are neceshas the respect of his member- tion go on record to the effect voted by the rank and file in a the company and Chicago police
SUPPOSed to have sat next to the ers in Long Beach four years ago
that it is the judgment of the democratic manner and was 100 In an attempt to break down
sary to the production of lumship."
-. Indow all the time because It to call off their strike and go back
Nominees f e r international ILWU international convention, per cent effect, Dalrymple had wages and working conditions.
SAN FRANCISCO — Revels ber.
had been reported the American to work because it couldn't posThe CIO Steel Workers Organ- Cayton, secretary of district counThe decision clears the path to
executive board, from which ten based on statements made and stated that because Dalrymple had
Legion was going to raid the sibly be won.
Incidents reported to the offi- not approved the strike it was iznig Committee is seeking union cil No. 2 of the Maritime Fed- a 40-hour week for thousands of
will be elected are as follows:
Cross examination of LauConvention and the Communist
recognnition at Bethlehem Steel as eration, announced here this these employes who are now deNorthern California and Ha- cers' reports committee, that we Illegal.
agent wanted to be first out the
rence brought out that the men waii:
notify ILWU local 1-8 and all
It was also brought out on the only means of obtaining a de- week that after several weeks of nied the protection of the federal
, indow.
—nearly 500 of them—still
ILWU locals in the state of
Cr. C. McDonnell, Stockton
the floor of the convention that cent American standard of living negotiating
Alaska wage hour law.
the
with
Another witness was Thomas haven't their jobs back and that
Oregon that John M. Brost's
The IWA has filed a suit
longshore Local 1-54; Germaine
at the time Dalrymple left Cali- for the thousands of workers em- Salmon Industry, Inc., the negoti. aurence, or Laurent, also of the within a week or so after
activities and policies as CIO
Bulcke, Frisco longshore local
fornia as steel workers director ployed at the plant.
ating committees of the various against the Snoqualmie Falls
-LGWU.
Bridges spoke to their meeting
representative are harmful to
Bethlehem Steel is amassing maritime unions signed a contract Lumber company for overtime
1-10; N. J. McNair, Stockton
that there were but 1,800 or so
He said he once peeked through the same officers of the local
the interests of our internawarehousemen 1-27; Charles
In the SWOC and that now, un- huge profits by production of de- last Wednesday, April 16, with back-pay under the wage-hour
told Bridges that they wished
tional membership; and be it
law. The case will come to trial
Duarte, Frisco warehouse 1-6;
der a new director, the SWOC fense orders.
the salmon industry.
they had followed his advice.
Yet in its unpatriotic endeavors
further
June.
C. R. Cassin, Frisco clerks 1-34,
has a membership of more than
The Marine Cooks and Stew- in
to break down the living standard
MORE EXPELLED FROM
and James Clayton, Frisco
8,000.
"Resolved that in his capacity
ards, the East Bay Machinists
UNION
scalers 1-2.
These figures were brought of the employees, it is deliberately union and the Machinist Local 68
as CIO field representative, CIO
The Favorite Place
Laurence also testified that he
Washington and Alaska:
state president or in any Ca- forth in answer to a request from fostering a company union, a de- signed agreements for Chiknik
Right at Headquarters
liberate violation of the labor act,
was active in a so-called "antiTom Richardson, Se at t le
pacity for which he is not Brost.
and Bristol Bay with the Alaska
in an attempt to prevent a legicommunist" group within the CIO longshore 1-19; William Venus,
counSalmon Industry, Inc., and
timate union, the SWOC, from sein 1937, which was headed by Bill Seattle, 1-19; Frank Andrews,
tersigned by th8 Alaska Packers.
curing a contract in behalf of the
Busick, at that time an organizer Olympia longshore 1-47; R.
The Alaska Fishermen's Union
Beer—Wine—Liquors
employees.
It
is
aided
in
this
flagfor the ILGWU.
Powell, Seattle warehouse 1-9;
signed for Chiknik but has yet to
rant
violation
of
the
law
by
GovChas. "Red" Eisenberg, Mgr.
Busick later was expelled
Ivan Stevens, Everett longshore
Bay.
Bristol
negotiate for
885 LORING AVE.
ernor Arthur James of Pennsylfrom the union for accepting
1-82; C. Prater, Seattle reconCommunicaAmerican
The
vania, who has dispatched state
money from an employer, acditioners.
police against CIO pickets, accord- tions Association negotiated a
Southern California:
cording to labor board records,
M. S. ROSE'S
separate contract based on the
Old Time Member
ing
to the council.
Charles Pfeiffer, Los Angeles
at a time he was supposed to be
1939
of
contract
ACA
Portland
Action of Secretary Knox and
warehousemen 1-26; J. Corley,
organizing the plant.
Marine Firemen's Union
SAN FRANCISCO—Demand that in the interests of Defense Director Knudsen in at- for one trip to Chiknik.
Laurence said he supported the Pedro longshore 1-13, and :T. B. genuine national defense union officials be deferred from
tempting to use the power of the
Negotiations are continuing for
Buffet and Restaurant
election of this Busick against C. Berkhoel, Pedro clerks 1-63.
the draft, was voted at the ILWU convention in Los An- United States Government to in- the ACA in Seattle with the inOregon and Vancouver and
H. Jordan for secretary of the
733-7311 Loring Ave. Crockett
timidate the CIO Auto Workers at dustry.
geles.
Los Angeles CIO council in 1937. Longview, Wash.:
John Brost of Portland ILWU.
the Allis Chalmers plant in Milsigned
a
Engineers
Marine
The
Portland
longAdams,
H.
Another witness was Howard
1-8 requested that he be recorded and candidate for state CIO secre- waukee is an even more serious memorandum agreement covering
Rushmore, who gained quite some shore 1-8; Wilson Graham,
as voting against the resolution. tary in Oregon.
threat to organized labor, the Chiknik.
Expert Watch Repairing
fame a couple of years ago be- North Bend longshore 1-12;
council said.
resolution:
Here
is
the
Van
Dewey
Brunt,
Longview
"Brother
asked
The Alaska Cannery Workers
Bridges
cause he insisted on praising the
"Whereas the maintenance of
Brost," the minutes read,"'What
who this season will be taken
film, "Gone With the Wind," and longshore 1-21; and T. Galina
418 W. 6th St.
BEER—WINE
Portland scalers 1-33.
strong, well-led labor unions is
up on the second voyage of the
do you think of a union man
.,
San Pedro, Calif. the Daily Worker editors had told
L1 7102e.0456
Nominees for delegates to the absolutely essential to true naDelarof did not reach an agreetestifying against another union
him to pan it on the grounds it
1183 West Broadway
ment nor was a memorandum
man
before
a
government
showed race prejudice against the national .C10 are to be elected as tional defense; and
Long Beach, Calif.
follows:
agreement granted.
agency?'
Phone 605-18
Negro people.
"Whereas In order to mainWashington and Alaska—R.
Negotiations will have to proRushmore was fired and immetain such unions and such lead"Brother Brost said that he
LOS ANGELES.—The Los ceed during the coming weeks.
diately got a job writing in Hearst Powell, Seattle warehouse 1-9,
ership, it is necessary that
had never testified voluntarily
1245 So. Center St.
Phone 1240
magazines and now workes for the and Frank Andrews, Olympia
union officials be deferred from
and that he had been sub- Angeles Auxiliary Council of the
Imported and Domestic Goods
a
Hearst Journal-American in New general local 1-47; Oregon—II.
military service; be it
poenaed by the United States CIO will hold its second annual
'Stick Pericich
Tony Perielch
union label fair this year from
York, for which he is an expert Adams and Cole Jackman, both
government.
"Resolved
that
the
deit
is
Matt Pericieh
Vincent Karmelich
Portland longshore 1-8; NorthThursday, May 8, through Thurson reds.
'
clared policy of the ILWU to
"Brother Bridges then stated day, May 15, CIO council SecreCalifornia—Henry Schmidt,
Rushmore didn't know whether ern
favor
and
sUpport
deferment
that Brother Brost had testi- t ary Phillip M. Connelly an1-10, and J. R.
ATTORNEYS
Bridges was a Communist but he Frisco longshore
from selective service for all
fied that he represented ILWU nounced here this week.
did know that Bridges was treated Robertson, Frisco warehouse
labor union officials; and be it
Corbett Bldg.
1-8,
the
CIO
1003
regional
and
the
Last years' fair was a notable
1605 Center St.
as a "sacred cow" by the Daily 1-6; Southern California—Roy
further
office and also that he had made event. It attracted attention from
Pedro longshore 1-18,
Business Phone 5873
Donnelly,
and Morrison St.
Ave.
5th
S.
W.
Worker, communist organ.
statements which caused an- all over the United States. Pic"Resolved that every member
Portland, Oregon
and Lloyd Seeliger, Los Angeles
Residence Phones 2125, 4965W
On cross-examination Rushother brother to be drafted in tures of the fair were given an
of the ILWU be instructed to
warehouse 1-26.
Martin V. Tipich
more said that among others
the army."
John A. 5Iardecich
possible to
The coast labor relations board assist wherever
Dairy products, groceries, serventire page in the CIO News. The
had been treated more or less will consist of the president of carry out this policy."
ice station and electrical applifair also provided very great edas sacred cows at one time or the ILWU and two brothers to be
ances, Owned and operated by4
This resolution was recommendBIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Three ucation value to the 2,500 persons
union men, fishermen, longanother by the Daily Workers selected between Cole Jackman, ed to the convention by the Ore- Southern organizations this week attending.
shoremen, carpenters and sawwere President Roosevelt, oJhn Portland longshore 1-8, and Jack gon caucus.
The fair will be held in the contook the drive to abolish the poll
Tobaccos
Good Eats
mill workers.
427 So. Harbor Blvd.
L. Lewis, Mrs. Roosevelt, Mayor Price, Raymond longshore 1-1,
At the caucus meeting, accord- tax to the whole nation by initiat- vention auditorium in the CIO
Special attention given to ;
San Pedro
LaGuardia, Mayor Maurry May. for Oregon and Washington, and ing to official minutes, it was ing a compaign to have the week building here, 5851 South Avalon
ON TAP
fishermen's orders
rick
of
San
Antonio,
Texas,
Jim
Corley,
Pedro
longshore
1-13,
testibrought out that Brost had
of May 11-17 observed as national Blvd., and will be open afternoons
Beer—Lunches—Wines
Opposite ILWU Hall
Governor
Olson
of
California and D. C. Mays, San Diego long- fied against deferrment of Francis anti-poll tax week from Mains to and evenings from 1 p. m. until
All Mixed Drinks
ABERDEEN, WASH.
and the CIO In general.
shore 1-29.
J. Murnane, IWA representative California.
midnight
(Continued from Page 1)

from individuals outside the
labor movement.
Contributions from ships:
The engine crew on the SS Pomona contributed $8 to the defense of Harry Bridges:
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C10--Means Power
On National Scale
W

HAT THE THREE initials "C I 0- mean has been demonstrated in convncing style in recent days in the United
States.
These three letters may be just three letters in the alphabet to
some of the brothers, but they're a good deal more than that to
Henry Ford and U. S. Steel.
And what's more important than that is that the letters CIO
are dough in the pocket of hundreds of thousands of workers
throughbut the nation,
There are not three other letters in the alphabet that could
have shut down Ford's empire, won the Allis-Chalmers strike,
tied up the nation's coal mines and successfully threatened to tie
up the giant U. S. Steel Corp.
Bill Green might make speeches and some of the lesser lights
along the waterfront such as Lundeberg might be able to put
forward a fine sounding hit of tub-thumping about three other
letters—AFL—but the AFL couldn't anymore get a dollar a day
raise for 300,000 miners, win a strike at Ford's and get a 10c an
hour raise for 150,000 steel workers, than — well — Lundeberg
could go through a picket line without the aid of the police.
The real live wire, progressive labor movement in America
today is the CIO. Today,'34 means CIO.
Maritime workers should take these tremendous victories
to heart.
Remember, the power that went into making it possible for
the CIO to lick Henry Ford is available in behalf of any affiliate
of the CIO as long as that affiliate carries out an intelligent,
unified union program.
The power and organization that makes it possible for 300,000 coal miners to act as one man, to do one thing at one time,
is available only in the CIO.
It is only national industrial unionism that makes this kind of
union action possible. That's why we Pacific coast maritime
workers—especially the seamen—should start taking positive
steps toward achieving for ourselves what the auto workers, the
steel workers, the coal miners have achieved for themselves.
A good practical step in that direction is sending a delegate
to the July 7 unity convention of the National Maritime Union in
Cleveland.
Just imagine the strength of the nation's maritime workers
In the fight for better wages, hours and conditions, if we could
say what the coal miners can say—every miner in one big union,
acting at one time, doing the same thing.
National industrial unionism might'be just a slogan in the
minds of some people now, but it would be dough in every seaman's pocket if we actually had it. Let's move!

Call for Aid to Defense
of Webster-Smallman

rr HE CONVICTION of Britt Webster and Claude Smallman of second degree murder cannot be characterized as
'
anything but a tragic miscarriage of justice.
At no time during the trial was it proved that these two union
men were responsible for the death of a notorious waterfront
goon, John Riley, in San Pedro in 1935.
It has been reported that the real reason the jurors brought
in a verdict of guilty was their belief of the current propaganda
that strikes are "sabotage of national defense- and that "labor
violence must be wiped out.That Webster and Smallman were innocent, that the struggle they had occurred in 1935 and not 1941, seemed to have little
to do with it in the minds of the jurors. It was their opinion that
labor must be put in its place, and, innocent or guilty, Webster
and Smallman were made to suffer for it. .
There is little doubt that in an appeal of the case, or in a new
trial, for which the defense will ask on April 25, this anti-labor
conviction will be reversed.
The conviction is a sad commentary on the American system
of choosing juries, a system which makes it almost impossible
for a union man or woman to get on the jury. A union man has
about as much chance of getting on a labor case jury as a Negro
has of getting on a jury in the South.
Labor's answer to this verdict, must be increased support for
the defense of Webster and Smallman, These two men have
held up with determination and vigor through trying circumstances and are now in jail. Labor, particularly maritime labor,
must hold up as well.
It's a damnsite easier to throw a couple of bucks into the defense fund than it is to sit in the can—fighting for labor by waiting and waiting. Cough up, brothers!

Quote of The Week
'Big business has already captured the defense set-up to the
extent of practically having its own way with defense contracts
and pro(its.--The Shipyard Worker, official organ CIO In-,
dustria4 Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers.

Plans for Sending
U.S. Ships and
Men to War Zone
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By LABOR'S
NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE

By BJORNE HALLING
Secretary CIO Maritime Committee

Washington National Office

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The

president
Issued a proclamation on April 11 which
removed from the combat zone the Gulf
of Aden and the entrance to the Red Sea.
Since Italy's entrance into the war in July,
1940, American ships and American seamen
have been prohibited from entering this zone.
Although the East Mediterranean is still technically a combat zone, American ships will now
be permitted to carry goods as far as the Suez
Canal, presumably for transshipment through
Egypt for Great Britain and her allies.
The maritime commission has already stated
that vessels presently in service can make 30
trips a month to the south end of Suez.
In addition, it is anticipated that the president's move to secure the use of some 30 odd
Danish ships now Immobilized in American harbors will result in placing these ships In the
East African trade.
The distance from the Atlantic and Pacific
seaboards to Suez is almost equal, and it is understood that maritime commission ships assigned to this route will operate from both
coasts.
Still unsettled is the question as to whether or
not American vessels will be allowed to carry
war materials to Egypt. The president hedged
on this question in his press conference on Friday, but the obvious intent of the administration
is to use every technicality to bring aid to the
British forces in the East Mediterranean, regardless of the danger to American neutrality.

From Land to Convoys
Admiral, Emory S. Land, chairman of the
U. S. maritime commission, last week implied
that the U. S. should immediately authorize convoys to facilitate transportation of goods to
Great Britain.
In a speech broadcast over the CBS network
on Tuesday, April 8, Land described the U. S.
need for merchant ships and the present shipbuilding program.
He stated that contracts have now been let
for 950 merchant vessels and the shipbuilding
now under construction for the Maritime Commission and private accounts exceeds two billion dollars.
Describing our navy as the first line of defense, Land added, "We are building merchant
ships because they are really part of this first
line of defense. They don't even take second
place."
The merchant ship construction program and
the reasons for it as outlined by Land, are
"First, we must be sure that the defense materials which come from abroad reach our factories and mills, and second, we must see that the
need of Britain for ships is filled just as the need
of Britain for airplanes, guns, tanks and food
will be filled."
Land pointed out that the number of men engaged in ship construction by November, 1942,,
will be 650,000, and added that additional skilled
labor must be secured for the program and urged
all unemployed men who could work in shipbuilding to register at local public employment
offices.
Describing the president's authorization of
funds for the construction of 212 ships for Britain under the lend-lease program, Land stated
this would be done by adding 56 shipways to
existing yards. 112 ships will be built in new
yards and the balance will be constructed in
existing private yards. Ships to be built under
this program will be standard ships of the C-1,
C-2, C-3 and tanker designs standardized by the
commission.
Stating that the urgency of the shipbuilding
program is growing more apparent, Land said,
"Withdrawals of foreign flag ships which used
to carry the majority of our ocean going commerce have placed an increasingly great burden
on American flag ships. Every American flag
ship in foreign trade is being used to capacity
today."

Put Out the Fire?
The Admiral described Britain's shipping
losses as close to 5 million tons a year and said
that millions of tons of shipping had been necessarily diverted to essential military uses and
millions more were constantly under repair as a
result of enemy action. In a strong statement of
policy, Land concluded:
"In considering the demand for ships and more
ships, it seems to me we should stop to consider
the cause for the demand. In the field of shipping
aid to Britain, there is a huge bonfire burning—
the submarine menace. If we base our shipping
aid to Britain solely on supplying her with more
and more and more ships, we are merely adding
more fuel to the fire. Are there not a number of
ways of solving this problem by attempting to
put out the fire?
"The submarine menace, like the common cold
which afflicts human beings, is not capable of
complete cure, but it is capable of amelioration
and there is no doubt but that the greatest efforts are now being made to ameliorate that
disease.
"The best way to lick the submarine menace
is to get it at the source; that is, to bomb the
enemy shipbuilding plants. The next best is
probably to bomb the repair and rest stations
where the submarines go when not at sea. Other
ameliorating influences would be:
"1. A greater number of British combatant
ships in the convoy.
"2. British combatant vessels convoying ships
farther out on their outbound voyages.
"3. More British combatant ships meeting convoys at greater. distances out on their incoming
voyages.
"4. Use .of convoys for slow ships only. Under
present conditions, fast merchant ships appear
to have as good a chance if not better out of the
convoy than in it.
"5. Destroy t h e communications between
German aircraft and German submarines by
destroying the German air patrol.
"6. Utilize an air patrol in the convoy.
"There can be no question but .that we all
want to give the greatest and most effective assistance possible to the British, but we might
well ask ourselves in our all-out to Britain if we
could not give greater help by aiding the British
to put the fire rather than by concentrating most
of our efforts on feeding it with fuel."
This is one of the subtlest and most insidious
pleas for convoys yet advanced publicly by
any Administration appointee and bears out the
prediction previously made by the CIO Maritime
Committee.
MEXICO CITY—Secretary of Foreign Relations Padilla declared here last week that Mexico
would not take part in any war on the American
continent, in explanation of recent pledges of
full cooperation between the governments of
Mexico and the United States.
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Some of the politicos in Washington and the big business laeders like to think of
"cooling" of demands for wages, but they d on't talk about cooling off increasing profits.
Cooling off periods are just that much more time for employers to prepare to break a
strike. Union contracts automatically have cooling off periods in the 60 and 30 day notice clauses for opening the contracts for improved wages.

The President Says
By A. E. HARDING
President of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific)
has for weeks been negotiating
April 2nd and no meetings are
for a 71
2-cent per hour wage
/
scheduled.
increase, union shop and union
The United Fishermen's
hiring and paid vacations.
Fishermen's Union has not met
The timber barons have
for weeks.
stubbornly refused to meet
The ACA has held several
men's Union a counter pro- meetings,
these just demands. They claim
but in these converposal granting a substantial
they can't afford it, yet the
sations industry spokesmen
wage increase over last year.
Pacific Coast Labor Bureau
make no serious effort to get
The counter proposal came
this week concluded an expert
down to business. As a result,
out of a clear blue sky as it
analysis of the Keezer survey
was after weeks of fruitless
which revealed a history of
negotiations in which the union
nearly uninterrupted ti tuber
negotiating
was
committee
profits for 20 years which was
unable to get to first base. In
climaxed in a record peak durfact, for about a month the
ing January of 1941.
Industry, through its labor reConTronted with a breaklations "expert" Henry Van
down in negotiations, the interHoevenberg (of hot box car
national office arranged for a
fame), had hammered away at
conference for April 17th at
the union hiring clause.
Olympia, Wash.
This meeting will be of hisIn addition to trying to
toric importance to the labor
weaken the hiring hall clause
movement. The IWA twin-disand other established conditrict negotiating committee will
Hans, Van Hoevenberg was
submit a complete report. The
adamant to the point of rejectcall to the conference, issued
ing, in writing, the services of
by Vice President Ilmar Koia governmental in
vunen stated that "it now apagency, the Maritime Labor
pears that it may be necessary
Board.
to conduct a strike vote."
As late as Friday, April 11,
A strike in the lumber inthe industry had offered nothdustry is no joke in the Pacific
ing worth considering. Only
Northwest, particularly n o t
one complete counter proposal
during a period of war hyshad been offered, and it would
teria.
have weakened working condiOld-timers will recall the
tions and destroyed established
A. E. HARDING
ireat strike in 1919 when the
gains. It was indignantly remen were seeking an eight
jected by the AFU membership
they are practically as far from
hour day and bunkhouses free
at their April 11th meeting.
settlement as when negotiaof bedbugs. A terrific hysteria
Then, on Monday, the industions were first entered into,
was whipped up. All strikers
try offered a counter proposal
weeks ago.
were branded as "reds" or
granted a substantial wage inAFL Machinists have not met
"wobblies."
crease' and improved working
for weeks.
The United States governconditions. This proposal was
The Marine Cooks and Stewment finaly intervened, United
accepted at a special memberards .have had several recent
States regulars being used in
ship meeting on April 15th,
conversations but without any
several localities to break the
and the agreement signed the
tangible results.
strike
following day.
Only other break was reLater, Secretary of War
The agreement reached covlease ofothe Delarof from Frisco
Newton Baker sent Colonel
ers two geographical sections:
for the Chignik operations.
Discos() to the Northwest to find
Kodiak and the westward and
There the packers ata solution. His "solution"
southeast Alaska.
tempted finageling by putting
was a full fledged company
T h e westward agreement
pressure on -several San Franunion known as the Loyal Leprovides for an, increase in
cisco unions, the UCAPAWA
gion of Lumbermen and Logpinks from $2.19 to $3.00 on
and ACA, attempting to fdrce
gers (the 4-L's). In many ina lay of a thousand cases. On
them into accepting retroactive
troops were used • to
stances,
$4.39
from
reds, the increase is
agreements, leaving the imforce men to join this outfit. In
to $5.00. In addition to this
pression that Seattle unions
others, vigilantes, wrapping
increased percentage on lay, a
favored such a policy.
themselves in the flag, perflat increase of $15.00 monthThis was cleared up by teleformed the same function.
ly was granted all brackets,
phonic conversations between
This welter of red-baiting,
with improvements in working
Maritime Federation District
super-patriotism and war hysconditions over last year.
Councils 1 and 2.
teria directed against men
For southeastern Alaska, a
took
seeking an eight-hour day was
the
Following
this
ACA
was
$22.50
blanket increase of
culminated by the infamous
the position that no memorangranted all brackets with 10
Centralia massacre where Wesdum agreement for the Delarof
cents per hour increase for all
ley Everest, himself an ex-solwould be signed unless it conovertime, together with gendier, was inhumanly tortured
tained the same provisions as
eral improvements in working
and lynched.
the 1939 Portland agreement,
conditions.
Yes, the men who work in
best ever obtained by the ACA.
The westward agreement,
the sawmills and the tall timrho cannery workers took the
covering some 600 fishermen,
ber in the Northwest have had
position that there would be
represents an increase of 15
a tough struggle to gain a halfto memorandum agreement.
per cent in earning power over
way decent standard of living.
Both the Ae.A. and Cannery
last year. That for southeast
Hundreds have gone to jail,
Workers won their points; the
Alaska, covering some 1,500
hundreds have been beaten by
Delarof sailed with radio opermen, is a 19 per cent increase
vigilantes, scores have been
ators aboard with a memoranIn earning power over the premurdered.
dum acceptable to the ACA and
vious year.
They have learned how to
no cannery workers left.
In addition, negotiations for
for conditions. Learned
fight
virWere
the Cook Inlet area
the hard way. If they are
tually concluded, providing for
forced to do so again, they will
a 10 per cent increase in wages
Meanwhile, the workers in
be capable of doing the job.
and a 10 per cent increase in
other
great
the Northwest's
Moreover, they are now organfew
a
still
lay. There are
Industry, lumbering, are conized into a powerful union, a
clauses to be worked out.
fronted with a crisis. For
union such as the men never
The AFU will begin negotiweeks twin-district ngotiations
had back in 1919—the Interating for Bristol Bay this
with
on
carried
the
have been
at Woodworkers of
nation
week.
lumber operators. Negotiations
America.
are in behalf of approximately
Maritime workers and the
22,000 loggers and sawmill
woodworkers have a lot in
workers.
In Seattle, the other organicommon. If the woodworkers
The IWA, in order to mainzations are still stalemated.
are forced to strike for conditain a living standard for
The USAPAWA, at the time of
tions, the maritime workers
these thousands of men in the
this writing, April 17, have
will be solidly behind them.
face of rising costs of living,
tot met with the industry since

break in negotiations with the Alaska
Salmon Industry Inc., came
last week when the packers
offered the Alaska Fisher-

IRST
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IWA Negotiations

Others Still Stalemated

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Whenever a congressional committee
takes a serious look at the labor
situation it always comes up with
a different answer than those indicated by advance outpourings
on the subject from congressional
sources.
Thus, the military affairs committee inquiry into so-called defense strikes has already yielded
results far different from those
anticipated by the professional
labor-baiters on Capitol hill. It
was clearly their hope that the
committee sessions would provide
a sounding board for their biased
attacks on labor.
Outstanding in the hearings to
date has been the demonstration,
on the basis of expert testimony
by federal officials, that "a thorough-going system of collective
bargaining" as established in national policy under the national
labor relations act, is the only effective and sound answer to the
strike situation.
Much to the chagrin of labor's
enemies, there was a preponderance of testimony against antistrike legislation. Witnesses upheld the right to strike as the
heart of collective bargaining.
Blame for most strikes was placed
where it belonged—on the doorstep of anti-labor employers.
Testimony of William H. Davis,
member of the new National Mediation Board, offered highlights,
based on his extensive experience,
that agreed with the recent statement of Chairman John L. Lewis
of Labor's Non-Partisan League
who said the nation would never
tolerate legislation to make "indentured servants" of American
workers.

What Davis Said

"There is no use of America for
producing materials," Davis said,
'
"if it is a nation of slaves." He
added: "History has shown that
any military establishment that
has to depend on slaves to produce
Its defense materials is inevitably
destroyed."
To tell a man that he could not 0111111
strike, he said, is to tell him that
"you must work against your
will."
Davis also spiked the silly reports of subversive influences
causing strikes and declared that
so far as he had seen in his own
work there were no "subversive
elements in defense strikes, but
that, on the other hand, the causes had been as plain as the nose
on your face."
Compulsory legislation outlawIng strikes or requiring cooling off
periods, being demanded by congressional tories, was flatly opposed by Davis and other witness- fe4...
es who spoke from experience
rather than from anti-labor bias.
Placing his finger on the real
source of nearly all strikes, Davis
said industrialists ."must accept
and recognize, without reserva_....."
tion, the spirit of the national labor relations act and the benefits elrfr—
of collective bargaining."
Incidentally, it is interesting to flisseal
note that the New York Times
.
placed the report of Davis' teetimony on page 20 while it put a
story about testimony of $1-a-year
John D. Biggers on page one. Itte,
is apparently news of secondary
4
importance when an expert relates ei.....,...3„....
the true picture, but of prime importance when an industrialist offers his own opinion unsupported
by facts.

The Why of Strikes

toi

Organized workers and labor
unions have been the targets
the most unfair attacks and accusations in congress, in the public
press, and over the radio in recent"—,--months. These attacks center
largely around the issue of strikes,rei ,1".- .;
but they run much deeper. In congress they are being used to force
through legislation which would _
abolish every basic right of workers and labor unions:
(46.
The instigators of these attacks r__ ........4
,
undemocratic
represent the most
'
forces in the country. They know(7—
au inion
what
they are doing. Their real
mis
iaboisre
gfram
ddeesfterhuscetiopnreo
s.
The
used by them merely as a smokescreen for destroying the basiceb—r
rights of workers.
But many people join in theseesee
attacks because they do not know
the real facts. Even some conande."
-strike
anti
gressmen support
i
anti-union legislation w it h o u t
realizing it would strike at theess
1
very roots of democracy—which
al
they want to protect, and that it
condition
otrerned
remedy
to
want
ildn
twhoeiy
correct.
Labor's Non-Partisan Leaguesame
has prepared a booklet in order to
make available in simple form
true facts about strikes,
strike legislation and the other
i the present at
s p
Issues
upon labor.
sa
how em
It presents
employers
show
conditionsconditions
n
what
riekress, ow
tk
sr
ehewo
frct
oo
f
esnoattsoo
:e
elornewin
sioegk
anti-strike legislation throalvfk
would
other countries and what it
strike
do to American labor; how
regreatly
or
prevented
con be
dernoc.
without destroying
t
.ofTe ooklet
many figures on wages, profits
cost of living.
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For First Choice
For Latest News
For Latest Views

'Security, Happiness Portland A Note to Writers of San Pedro Longshoreman Reports
Vote Was Letters to the Editor On Peace Meeting in New York
For the People'
Unanimous
San Pedro.

Editor of the VOICE:
One phase of the many sided attack upon the American
paople was revealed in a letter to the MFOW which was read
at the last meeting in San Pedro of the MFOW.

This letter accused the union of 0
stealing jobs and threatened the
use of governmental mediation
against us if we failed to return
them. It did not even specify what
jobs were in dispute. And to top
it all, the letter was signed, A
Sincere American.
San Francisco.
The cap;talist class of this Editor of VOICE:
Country, intent upon their drive
Will you kindly print this poem
to war, inspire such letters.
which was written by LARRY
the
press,
the
The government,
MILLER, MFOW No. 987. He is
radio, the movies and the books
at present a fireman on the MatWe read work jointly to accomsonia.
plish this end. All have entered
Fraternally yours,
the
upon
Into an alliance to force
SIG CENTER,
people of America the sacrificer
MC&S No. 1727.
necessary to make the war a profitable venture for the capitalist
The birds of prey come swooping
class.
down
Only the destruction of all the
When his ship comes steaming
organizations of the people that
by,
retard this objective can make
this war a SUCCC3S in their eyes. The reception committee is tremendous,
That is the real measure of the
Holy Christ! What a popular
crime of these war makers.
guy.
And this letter reveals the extent to which seemingly harmless
mediation will be used to destroy A bunch of beachcombers are laylug in wait
the confidence of the people in the
As he leaves midship with his
labor unions. In the organizations
pay;
that should and could lead in the
And a couple of hay bags are on
protection of the people.
the dock
The writer by refusing to
To make sure he can't get
Identify himself, has further acaway.
cused the union. He either implied that he feared retaliatory
measures for his action or he is Pay night he leans against the
bar
hlMself a member and could not
And boasts of the feats be has
resort to such anti-union actividone,
ties without instant exposure.
The implication of harm to him_ How he socked the skipper on the
chin
self or the harboring of rats in
And put the chief mate on the
our midst is equally in the interest
run.
of the capitalist class and will be
,So regarded.
A bartender listens with bulging
Such letters only make us realeyes
ize more fully the problems we
And "yesses" him frequently,
peace,
get
to
attempting
face in
And the barroom bums all nod
security and happiness for the
their heads
American people.
For the drinks are coming
Yours truly,
free.

A Live One Is
Never Wrong

WILL MORGAN,

MFOW No. 1764.

016-----

File Salvage

16

The floozies all give him a great
big hand,
He's surrounded by blushing
brides,
He does not know what attracts
them so
It's only the dough in his
strides.

San Francisco.
IMEditor of VOICE:
A libel suit is pending in San But the next night' he's broke,
he wanders about,
rrancisco by former members of
And his friends all pass him by
the crew of the SS Point Vincente
against Swayne & Hoyt for the Yes, his audience of the night
before
recovery of salvage money for the
Now give him the glassy eye.
salvage of the Point Vincente.
The following members of the
crew have not joined in the sal- The floozies who mobbed him the
night before,
__
Vage suit and should do so in
Tonight with him are not
order to recover their share.
booked,
FRANCIS KAHAWAI, For another ship has payed off
FREDERICK M.SCHLOTER,
that day
WILLIAM K. CHANDLER, And fresh live wires are
JAMES TAYLOR, JOSEPH
hooked.

HARGAS, JAMES TERRY,
WILLIAM SANDS, CHAS. J. Well, such is fame, he has had
fun
HERAULT, GEORGE ;111KA,
Now he'll look for another
BLAIR B. CULP.

_

his

ship—
The above men should contact
their attorneys with a view to He'll stay away from such phoney
joints
having their claims filed.
Till he makes another trip.
Submitted by:

GLEN CODMAN,

Len-vol

MFOW.

'ff'Voice Life Belt,
ms4'Says Draftee

.

Fort Stevens, Ore.
Editor of the VOICE:
Will you change the mailing
address of 0. R. Parton to Headquarters Bldg., 249 CA, Fort
Stevens, Oregon.
The VOICE is -sure a, life belt
for a trainee. It is his only way
to keep up with the waterfront.
Fraternally,

0. R. PARTON,
MFOW No. 3265

SAN FRANCISCO
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp St.
Executive Committee, 2d and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
P.m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattel, President
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon,
Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial Secretary.
William T. Henneberry, Recording Secretary.
Bay and River Bargemen
and Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, I LW U
Meetings-1st and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Edward Hoffman, President and
Business Manage r; Walter
Hart, Dispatcher. GArfield 1904
4>
Iniandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock, Room 263, 24
Market Street.
,
6+

1

You may think this rhyme is all
the bunk
And its moral much too strong,
But this is the slogan of the
beach—
The live one is never wrong.

PHILADELPHIA—The National Maritime Union reached a preliminary agreement with t h e
American Dredging company here
last week which almost doubles
wages, providing for the union
hiring hall, vacations and improvement of living and working conditions.

SAN FRANCISCO
International Longshoremen's
&. Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
Henry Schmidt, President.
Walter E. Bell, Recording
Secretary.
James
Agent.

Ferguson,

Business

Phil Sa.ndin, Business Agent.

Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
EUEGENE PATON, President
San Francisco
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish Rite Auditorium.

Portland
Editor of the VOICE:
A member of the Harry Bridges
Defense Committee of the Portland Longshoremen, ILWU 1-8,
asked me to make a correction
of a slight mistatement of fact
that appeared on page 2 of the
April 5 VOICE.
It was said that Portland.
Longshoremen voted "overwhelming."for a 50-cent assessment. This is correct as far as
it goes, but. Portland Longshoremen actually vpted the 50.
cent assessment by UNANIMOUS vote with at least 1000
members present.
In addition, they are contributing more t,han any other Oregon
local for buttons and stamps.
This is not to be misconstrued
as implying that other CIO unions
are not doing their part, for they
are in proportion to their numbers and financial strength.
ln cases like this, however,
longshoremen usually take top
prizes.
Fraternally,

B. H. RODMAN,
Secretary Portland Harry
Bridges Defense Committee

San Pedro.
The constitution of the Maritime Federation of the Editor of the VOICE:
Pacific in Section 2c, Article XI says that "the policy of
I hope you can find space in the VOICE for the following report.
the VOICE shall be to refrain from any personal attacks
I attended the people's meeting in New York as a delegate from the local peace
. . . any criticism in its pages shall be directed against a club, also had credentials from Pedro branc h of the NMU.
policy or principle rather than against an individual or
I am a member of ILWU 1-13,0
San Pedro longshoremen, and also unionism to Jersey City.
organization."
World War II. Oppose every
a delegate to the Los Angeles InSome of the brothers writing in lately have tended
The other delegate I refer to step toward further involvedustrial Union Council.
to forget this very important point.
Is John T. Barnard of Minne- ment; no convoys of and by
Here is my report:
sota, a former United States con- our ships; no AEF to any forAnother point many of the brothers writing in forget
While on the Pacific coast gressman, who with Jerry O'Con- eign shore. End the military
is that the amount of space in a paper is limited. Type
can't be compressed, so try and keep your rank and file many of my brothers were met at nell, journeyed to Spain in 1938, alliance with the British Empire.
the ILWU convention, on the op- to support the Loyalist cause.
letters short.
(2) Defend and improve the
Barnard was chairman of the
of
posite
4,973
coast
(New
York)
If a letter is more than 300 words, the editor may
meeting a full day, I wonder if American standard of living.
the
us
people's
at
American
met
cut it down so that it won't be necessary to hold letters
(3) Regain and strengthen
meeting sponsored by the Ameri- some of these other organizations
for three or four weeks before printing them just be- can Peace Mobilization, a national who lay claim to democratic our constitution& liberties.
(4) Take the burden of the
cause half a page was taken up by one letter.
organization composed of people ideals can show us men like
war off the backs of the poor.
Letters should be typewritten double spaced, with from all walks of life, including, these.
(5) Protect the rights of the
plenty of white space around all four sides. They don't of course, many people whose poThe meeting went on record
have to be typed, though, so when you write in longhand sition in life makes it impossible to support Harry Bridges 100 conscripts.
(6) Let our foreign policy
for them to become members of per cent in his deportation
please write neatly.
wage peace.
unions.
craft
or
industrial
delegaa
elected
also
hearing,
to
dedicated
Remember, the VOICE is a union organ,
(7) For a peoples peace; in
tion to go to Washington, I).
The 1,717 delegates repreimproving the wages, hours and conditions of maritime
all countries throughout the
on members of the
call
and
C.,
AFL
and
CIO
the
both
senting
and
economic
militant
and
through
progressive
workers
world.
house of representatives, the
political action—so, as the constitution advises, refrain is evidence that labor's voice senate
We who met in New York beand cabinet in regards
and experience played a promlieve these to be the issues that
from personalities.
other
and
case
Bridges
the
to
inent role in the findings and

Lurline Stewards Turn in
$16 to the Voice
A contribution of $16 to the VOICE was brought in this
week from the stewards department of the SS Lurline.
Brother BILL McCORM1CK is the delegate.
Many thanks, brothers.

On 'Political
Suicide'
Hollywood MCS Turn in
Editor of the VOICE:
Will you please extend my
thanks to the brothers in the
MFOW who placed their confidence in me by voting for me
during the last elections.
By placing myself as a candidate for the number two Patrolman's Job, I clearly placed the
good name of the union bove my
Personal aspirations, for I am told
that it is political Ruicide to run
against the "Great Stack," who is
supposed to have such a wonderful machine and clique at headquarters.
If I, in the coming . elections
for 1942, the membership desire me to run against Stack I
hope that the membership will
leave me a clear field. And in
this way, with the elimination
of extra men to block the vote,
there will be a good possibility
of the membership putting and
end to this clique stuff.
Again, many thanks to those
members that expressed their
confidence in me by casting their
votes for me in the last election.
Sincerely yours,

S. E. BENNETT,
Delegate MFOW
SS Nevadan

Thanks to
Flying Cloud
SAN FRANCISCO—Thanks to
the black gang of the SS Flying
Cloud for their $7 contribution to
the King-Ramsay-Conner defense
committee, was made this week
by Miriam Dinkin, secretary.
"The King -Ramsay - Conner
defense committee wishes to
acknowledge receipt of $7 from
the black gang of the SS Flying Cloud, sent in by Delegate
F. George," the committee said.
"On behalf of King-RamsayConner, we wish to extend our
sincerest thanks to that department for their support and loyalty to our imprisoned
brothers."
NEW YORK—A six-day strike
by 125 CIO Fur Workers against
racial discrimination, won reinstatement for a Negro• worker
and full back pay for the strikers, International President Ben
uold of the union announced.

$2.50 to the Voice
A contribution of $2.50 tothe VOICE was brought in
this week from the stewards department of the SS Hollywood. Following are the brothers who contributed:
.50
CHAS. KENNEDY .._ $1.00 HARRY BONNEY
.50
.50 JAMES McNAMEE
OLIVER WEISS

Pres. Coolidge MFOW
Contribute $2.75
Editor of the VOICE:
As per instructions of the Marine Firemen's meeting
aboard the SS President Coolidge, I am sending $2.75 to
reimburse the VOICE for the copies of the paper we received last trip.
Fraternally,
BEN GINSBERG,
MFOW Delegate

Analyzes Motion In
San Pedro MFOW

decisions that came out of this
great peace congress. Labor
delegates ranged from Brooklyn longshoremen to the Ford
local's negotiating committee.
The meeting convened 10 a. m.
Saturday, April 5, in Mecca Temple, the largest place that could
be procured.
We were welcomed to New
York by Frederick C. Field, executive sectary of APM. The
first order of business was the
election of the various panels,
such as transport, marine, textile,
foreign policy, etc.
WORKED
The panels worked all that day
and into the night, some of us
not getting back to our hotels before midnight.
The following day was devoted
to reports and recommendations,
including speakers who came
there to address the gathering.
Among these were Reid
Robinson, president of the
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers,
CIO; State Senator Stanley
Novak of Dearborn, Mich., and
U. S. Congressman Vito Marcantonio, with that great Amercan singer, Paul Robeson, singing union songs.
To all those who charge the
APM is an organization promoted
by Hitler's followers here in
America, left me name just two
delegates whose anti-fascist character is unchallenged — from
Montana came Jerry O'Connell,
fiery former congressman who invaded Mayor Hauge's fascist camp
in 1938 in an effort to bring

ELECTED
I was elected to the Washington lobby and instructed to call
on Secretary of War Stimson and
Naval Secretary Knox, we arrived
noon,
about
Washington
in
April 7.
We had lunch, then proceeded
to the war department.
We found the capitol police
force there in full force, Knox
and Stinson refused to interview us, and directed the
guards to tell us to leave the
building.
We did get a chance to tell
news reporters why we came, who
we were. The lobby as a whole
then assembled in front of the
White House, where the local
branch of the APM supplied us
with banners and blacards. We
then marched back and forth in
front of the executive mansion,
the newsreel cameramen and reporters and photographers were
present in a big way. The big
business press from the start has
maintained a rigid boycott against
APM. The only weekly that gave
us full coverage was Friday
Magazine.
The peoples meeting adopted
the following seven planks:
(1) Get out and stay out of

'Where Did McGovern's'
Dough Come From?'

San Francisco.
Editor of the VOICE:
At last week's meeting of the MFOW in San Pedro conSan Francisco.
fusion on an issue resulted in the passage of a motion that Editor of the VOICE:
would astound any ordinary union member.
Clyde C. Bruley, who was expelled from the MFOW in
Using a great deal of discusanti-rank and file activities along with other
sion upon the danger to the have 12 months sea service, will 1935 for his
notorious beef squad, during and after the
the
of
members
union that would result if we furnish the means of flooding
Pacific coast, is now appearfailed to fill the requests for the union with men who have no 1935 oil tankers strike on the
Webster and
men, a motion was passed deny- idea of the real issues facing the ing as a witness in the attempt to send Britt
death.
their
to
take
to
Smallman
ing the members the right
Claude
union.
ina)

jobs.
They will undoubtedly conMany of the men did not sider this a great improvement
realize what had happened un- over their former unemployed
til the next day when they tried status.
to take wiping jobs and found
But how can you expect
they had voted against their
them to connect the present
own interests.
with
The danger that threatens the drive against all unions
fill the union
union is not the result of insuffi- •this attempt to
green men.
Certainly
cient men as the motion would with
of the
have led one to believe, thus both are in the interest
employers.
creating the necessity to get more
Members of the MFOW would
men sailing on permits and ultido well to examine carefully the
matelY in the union.
members and
We can't fill jobs now and actions of union
who
officials
thus
seek, through
will not be able to later because
actions,
union men are unwilling to work seemingly insignificant
to undermine the labor moveunder the prevailing wages and
ment. When a union's knowledge
jobs conditions.
its enemies is gone, it is also.
of
This motion taken in conjunction with the actions to give perJOHN Q. SMITH,
Book 769, MFOW.
mit men a book as soon as they

Bruley testified under oath
the Los Angeles Superior Court
that members received a salary of
fifteen dollars a week from their
leader, Fred Feridel, Pedro agent
of the Marine Firemn's Union, in
1935. Freidel lost his life in a gun
battle with the San Pedro Police
In 1935. Bruley testified he asked
Roy Farrel, the man that John
McGovern sent to San Pedro to
take the place of Fred Freidel,
agent of the Firemen's Union, if
the gang was going to get paid
under him as they had been paid
under Freidel.
Farrel told him Bruiey said
that he was wiring McGovern
for the money to pay them off
for their work, which consisted
of beating up rank and file
members who objected to their

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO

Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Maritime Federation
Regular meetings at Druids
Temple, 44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p. in., 4th Thursday, 8
p. in.
Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249.
Phone: MArket 8744.
E. Samit, president.
A. Haapla, recording secretary.
R. Jones, corresponding secretary.
M Clark, treasurer.

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders' & Wipers' Ass'n
V. J. Malone, Secretary.
Thursdays at 7 p. m., 58 Commercial St., Tel, DOuglas 5650,
San F r a nc isco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders & Wipers Assn.
Tuesdays, 4:00 P. M.
850 E. Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.
Telephone CAlvert 2139
Walter B. Harris
Branch Agent

4>

ILWU 1-13

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacilfo
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent
Thursday-6:00 P. M.
819 Kaahumanu St. Phone 3037
Honolulu, T. H.

OAKLAND
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Oakland
Meetings 1st and 3rd Thursday
of each month

SAN PEDRO
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
WILMINGTON BOWL
E. L. Bowen
Pres.
<.>

PORTLAND, Ore.
Membership Meeting
Every 2nd and 4th Wednesdays
7:00 P. M.

HARMONY HALL

ILWU 1-13, No. 1936.

No Soap,
Says Crew
San Francisco.
Editor of VOICE:
In order to call your kind attention to the following matter:
in the newspaper The West
Coast Sailor dated Friday, March
14, on page 4, column 3, under
New York briefs, reference was
made about this vessel under
caption, "Soup Doctored," stating that laundry soap and turco
was found in the soup; That the
captain thought he was eating a
piece of carrot which turned out
to be Lifebuoy soap; that the
ship's doctor was kept busy treating persons who had partaken of
this soup, and his record books
was filled with such cases.
What I wish to state here is
this:
On March 14 this vessel was
still at sea, en route to New York
from Capetown via Trinidad.
We sailed from Capetown on
February 19, arriving in New
York on March 15.
The West Coast Sailor refers
to the accident as having taken
place on the ex-President Hayes
now the Fillmore.
This ship is the ex-President
Hayes right enough, but is now
the President Tyler.
The doctor's log has never
recorded any such incident to
date, and none of us in the entire three departments have
ever known or heard of any
such case or cases.
I think that the above statements are enough to prove that
the said paper is in error.
Thanking you for kind attention:
Respectfully and fraternally
yours,

C. H. CARRINGTON,
No. 1746, Delegate,
Stewards Dept.
For Ship's Committee:

FREDERICK SPIKER,
No. 2195,

JOHN RODGERS,
No. 1225,

WILLIAM WILLIAMS,
No. 1947.

SEATTLE
0
o
IILWU 1 -19--Seattle
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
each month at 80 Pike St.
President
J E. Doyle
Vice-President __Leslie Kerrigan
Secretary
E. H. Johnson
•

1

Marine Fireman, Oilers,
Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.
at 6. Tel. MAin 6326, Seattle
eBrt Coleman, Agen. Thurs.,

•

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertender's & Wipers' Ass'n

Marine Fireman, Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific

Thursdays, 7:00 p.
2 W. 6th St., San Pedro
/
2061
Telephone San Pedro 2838

J. Galvin, Agent. Thursday at
7 p.m., 111 W. Burnside St.
Tel. BEacon 4336, Portland,
Ore.

Joseph Harris, Agent, 110 Cherry
St., Seattle. Phone ELliot 2562

•

CROCKETT

JACK H. FAZENDA,

J. I'. KELLEY,

7th and Adler
Ernie Baker
President
Tom C. Brown
M. J. (Mutt) Eddy, Secy.-Treas.
Secy.
0 W. O'Keefe
Business Agent
a> •

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Meetings Every Wednesday at 3 pm
Warehousemen's Union ILWU
Thursday at 4 p. in., at 86
St. Helens, Ore., ILWU 1-68.
Crockett
J. O'Conner, Agent
Commercial street.
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
Harbor Blvd., San Pedro
449
1
3rd
Tuesday
and
1st
Meetings
E. F. Burke, Secretary-TreasJack McAllister
Archie Newbold
of every month.
Telephone San Pedro 7184
urer,
Secy.-Treas.
President.
•
•
•

ST. HELENS

confront the American people today; and I wish to take this opportunity to ask the people of
this district and the members of
my union to join us in this attempt on the part of the progressive forces in the nation to make
democracy work in this country,
the United States of America.
This is 1941, not 1917! The
ideals of Jefferson and Lincoln
can be realized in our generation.
Fraternally,

MFOW, Book 135.

Int'l Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union,
Local No. 1-8

SAN PEDRO

HONOLULU

union being run by a beef squad.
Well, it would be interesting to
know just where McGovern got
the dough to pay off the beef
squad.
Blacky Hendricks, a member of
the squad, once boasted that their
gang consisted of twenty members plus John McGovern, former
secretary of the Firemen's Union
and the present port committee
man for the ship owners, who
called the phoney tanker strike in
1935 and wrote such nice slandering articles in the West Coast
Fireman, a few years back, about
real rank and file members of the
union, before he got his job as a
ship owners representative.

PORTLAND

. Attend Your Union Meetings .

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440

matters that vitally effect the
American people, and particularly organized labor.
Around 500 delegates from all
sections of the country, and from
every strata of American life,
went to make up the Washington lobby.

Marine Cooks & Stewards
Association of the Pacific
Phone 1111. 2481
210 Governor Bldg.
Eddie Lane, Agent

Cannery Workers & Farm
Laborer's Union
Local 7, UCAPAWA
Meets 1st and 3rd Saturday
each month at 84 Union St.,
Seattle. Pres., T. A. Rojo; Sec.,
I. I. Josue; Bus. Agent, V. 0.
Navea.

Saturday, April 19, 1941.
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MFOWHeadquartersVate MFOW Report
On Conference Proposals Of Treasurer

SAN FRANCISCO—In line with the motion passed at
SAN FRANCISCO—At the regular meeting of the Marine Firemen's Union at head- the MFOW agent's conference that the treasurer submit a
was
conference
quarters last Thursday night, April 17, the proposals of the recent agents'
financial statement, together with recommendations on the
placed before the membership for discussion and voted on.
question of financial operation of the union in the future,
dis-0
considerable
was
There
Helke has submitted the following report:
Treasurer
cussion on the question of the
The branches have a right to
by all branches.
The following proposal of the
conference was adopted at the
meeting:
That when men want to take
out retiring cards they be given
to understand that they will be
taken back into the union provided the job situation then permits: this to go into effect from
the time the ballot is issued if this
proposition carries.
On shipping rules the following
proposal was accepted:
That we recommend the adoption of coastwise .shipping rules
for all ports, but each port shall
have local autonomy on the length
of shipping cards.
PAPER
The following minority report
on an official MFOW paper of
Otto Petersohn who was the headquarters representative at the conference was accepted:
This minority report of the
delegate representing San Francisco opposes issuance of any
paper on the following grounds:
The Voice is adequate and well
liked as proven by ships' donations.
The publishing of another
paper would be considerable
added expense. It would become
the organ of a few branch
agents who want to stab the
VOICE in the back.
It would start the whole factional fight over again and just
be a lot of mudslinging.
The practice of publishing minutes has been going on for a long
time in the marine industry, sending them out to ships and hospitals.
This is just a fancy cover for an
attempt of people who always
fought the VOICE to try to deprive headquarters of their absolute right of local autonomy.

Headquarters' Notes
SAN FRANCISCO—At the regular meeting of the Marine Firemen's Union at headquarters last Thursday, April 10, called to order by Secretary Malone, the chairman of
the meeting was C. F. Berglund and the recording secretary J. C. Harrington.
The treasurer reported that in
come for the week was $1085.56
and the expenditures $952.41 leaving on hand $4438.82.
The hospital and burial fund
received $314 and paid out $137
leaving a balance of $3366.33.
The strike fund took on another $30 making a total of
$51,823.80.
In speaking on the affairs of
the union for the week Secretary
Malone reported on the meeting
with the Alaska Packers and
recommended that the southeastern Alaska ships be released on
a memorandum that we would
would supply crews as in previous
years, and continue negotiations
right at the time Bristol Bay
ships were ready to sail in May.
Any increases in wages, overtime rates, etc., to he retroactive
for the central Alaska ships.
The packers will agree to this,
as they have agreed in previous
years.
The agents conference has had
three days of long discussions.
We have *a nine-page report
covering all decisions.
These are subject to the ratification of the coast and there
were 'many controversial subjects dealt with.
Recommended that it be posted
for a week for all members to
study, and be taken up in detail
next Thursday night.
Motion and second to concur
re Alaska Packers. Carried.
Motion and second to concur
re posting agents' conference report. Carried.
Ralph Johnson, chairman, reported on legislation and collections on the Harry Bridges defense committee.
Motion ana second to accept
committee's report. Motion carried, Brother DePrefontaine, No.

2737, on record as voting "no."
Adjourm en t 7:50 p. in.
One hundred fifty members
present.

At the present time we have
the following situation:
enue must be increased.
are the minutes
We have no outstanding bills
There are only two ways to do
of
April
3:
total
union
the
of
and the assets
this.
The treasurer reported that in$60,781.35, as of April 10 in
First, is to throw the books
come for the week was $750.50
San Francisco and April 2 in wide open and increase the memand expenditures $623.76. Two
other branches.
bership.
hundred dollars was transferred
Of this, however, only $5,591.22
The second, is to increase the
to the Portland branch, leaving a
Is general treasury funds.
dues to $2 per month to prevent
balance of $4305.67 in the genWe have the sum of $3,366.33 our going into the red.
oral treasury.
on deposit in banks in San FranNo doubt many members will
The hospital and burial fund
cisco to the credit of the hospital rave regarding a 50 cents inreceived] $278 and paid out $440,
also
we
and burial fund; and
crease per month.
leaving a balance of $3189.33.
have on deposit in various banks
However, the members should
The strike fund received anin San Francisco the sum of $51,- remend)er that on offshore
other $40 making a total of
823.80 to the credit of the strike ships they have received a
raise
$51,793.80.
fund.
of $17.50 per month in the base
Acting Secretary Oldenburg in
memall
fund,
as
strike
The
PROPOSAL
AGENTS'
rate of pay since the 1937
discussing the affairs of the past
withto
subject
is
know,
hers
The meeting took up the prostrike, and have also received
week of the union reported that
drawal restrictions and can
posal made by the branch agents
many benefits in overtime
there had been the usual amount
action
by
withdrawn
only be
that a referendum be taken on
which probably exceeds I he
of beefs, all of which had been
of the membership in case of $17.50
expelling all admitted communists
monthly increase in the
taken care of.
strike or lockcoastwise
general
from the union.
rate of wages.
We are also having an arguout.
This proposal came in for a long
Other unions have had to inment with the Matson Steamship
The hospital and burial fund
discussion.
crease dues, and .the members
company regarding interpretation
is a reserve fund which takes with the
best interests of the
Every brother that took the
of section 13 which has , been a
and hospital beneburials
of
care
union at heart have seen that this
floor, and there were a great
thorn in our side for the last
fits.
Is the only way out of financial
number of them, all spoke against
couple years.
leaves us the comparative-.
This
difficultee.
taking such a referendum and all
May have to go to port comly small sum in the general treasvoiced their condemnation of such
mittee meeting next week on
The longshoremen, for instance,
ury of $5,591.22.
a proposal, declaring it to be not
It will be necessary to elect
pay dues of $3 per month.
OPERATING EXPENSE
only a move that would split the
a man from the floor as a deleThe NNW pays dues of $2 per
The operating expenses of the
union but that such a proposal
gate to the conference starting
three years of 1935, 1936 and month, and have not nearly the
was a typical ship owners' mannext Monday morning.
1937, not including the expenses same amount of financial reeuver.
Reported Brothers C. Cruser,
due to strikes, average approxi- turns on the ships RS our men.
It was brought out that such
Bert Hughes, and Jimmy McDonThe Sailors Union bad a balmately $100,000 a year.
a move as throwing men out for
ough had died in the last week.
lot and by a great majority apBy means of variellS SRVtheir political opinions was not
Requests that the meeting stand
proved the raising of dues to $2
Ingm, the total operating exone minute in silence in memory
only an insult to the intelligence
a month.
penses for the year 1940 was
of these brothers.
of the membership but was a
We believe the firemen should
cut to $89,530.50.
violation of all the union's prinMeeting stands one minute in
approve
with
the
compared
raising
of
to
dues
$2
Even although
silence as a tribute to our deciples.
1935, 1936 and 1937, the follow- a month because not only would
parted brothers.
The tenor of the meeting was
ing additional expenses had been 50 cents a month be no loss to
best expressed in the remarks
added to the operating expenses any of the members, but it would
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
Made that the branch agents are
for the year 1940, a total of prevent the organization going in
Ralph Johnson, chairman of the
becoming so reactionary that Mared.
the
$7,York,
New
$14,623.52:
legislative committee, reported
lone and Oldenburg, by compar062.40; Baltimore, $3,257.25;
ison, seem like "reds."
Portland (patrolman) $2,080;
social security, excise and unemNEVER PROGRESSIVE
ployment insurance taxes, $2,Between refusing to affiliate to
223.87.
to
or
Federation
Maritime
the
This means that in comparisubscribe to the VOICE or in fact
son with the years 1935, 1936
to do anything at all progressive
and 1937 when expenses were apfrom a union standpoint, some of
proximately $100,000 a year, on
better
a
find
should
agents
these
the same basis the operations of
way to spend their time than yellSAN FRANCISCO—Secretary Malone and Assistant Secretary Oldenburg of the Mathe union last year approximated rine
ing "red" and buying tickets to
Firemen's Union have submitted the following statement to the membership on the
one-third
almost
$70,000, a cut of
the policemen's ball.
agent's
conference:
In -expenses.
During the meeting it was
It is our belief that as a whole in favor, then the charge would be considering the bad luck of the
the
operate
to
continue
To
brought out that the agents were
SAN FRANCISCO—The following report of the MFOW union on the same basis as for the agents' conference was a dis- levied at the union that the ma- Firemen's Union in the Websterbecoming professional office holdcommittee presented by Ralph Johnson, the chair- 1940, we have to consider the tinct success, and a solution to jority of the men in the union Smallman case, that most certainlegislative
ers who have their ear closer to
many of the problems will provide were communists,
before the regular meet- revenue, of the organization.
disregarding en- ly somebody will be badly hurt or
Hearst than to the rank and file man of the committee was placed
1.936 a satisfactory policy for the mem- tirely the fact that the thing was even killed, thus presenting a very
1985,
years
concurred
and
17
April
the
During
Thursday,
last
MFOW
the
the
ing
on ships and this is beginning to
bership
to
follow.
mainly a sympathy vote due to fine opportunity for anti-union
and 1937 our active memberreflect itself in some of the rot- in by the membership:
One great controversial point, the desire of the
membership not elements present in the state to
ship was very close to 6,000.
favoring passage of HR 560, the
ten conditions of ships sailing DIRKSEN BILL
however, that we are not in accord to deprive any man of a
IP
livelihood reserve a suite in San Quentin for
from the branch ports.
Though no new news has de- Bland bill unemployment insur- M EM HERSH
with
the
confermajority
the
of
in his chosen profession.
your secretary and assistant secToday the active membership
The brothers at the meeting veloped on the committee's action ance for seamen.
is
ence,
the
question
of
holding
a
Thus, in both instances, a refer- retary.
is not more than 3,700, and is
suggested that the agents pay on the Dirksen bill, the verbatim CONVOYS MEAN WAR
referendum ballot on whether ad- endum ballot would hurt
It is our belief that the heat
the Firearrived at as follows:
more attention to quarters on copy of the hearings before the
mitted communists should be ex- men's Union.
The neutrality law is being cirwas
number
book
over this .problem generated
last
The
ships, conditions and working house of representatives commit- cumvented by declaring the Red
pelled from the union.
If the vote to expell admitted
two years ago has died down
4,820.
rules than worrying about tee on merchant marine and fish- sea "not a war zone."
To hold a referendum ballot on
communists did not carry, the
considerably, and no good purOf these, 300 were Nulled to
printed
in
available
"reds."
now
eries is
It is well known that the southinactive, 15 the subject at this time would membership would be charged
pose Is served by creating two
The members at the meeting re- paper cover form and can be ob- ern approaches to the Suez canal tanker men, 375 are
by outside Interests as being all
have died serve no good purpose.
113
expelled,
vicious groups in the union,
were
men
peatedly demanded that the pro- tained by writing to Chairman are heavily mined.
In
it
the
place,
first
is
beour
communists.
blasting, slandering and battling
and there are 409 active retiring
posal be ruled out of order as a Bland of the committee, to Reprelief that if the national and interIsmalia has been named as the
If the vote did carry, then the each other, even although it is
reactionary ship owners' program. sentative Welch of the fifth con- port where cargo will soon be cards.
national conditions maintain their large number of men
Of the 300 men who were on
who voted our feeling and knowledge that
Numerous statements were gressional district (San Francisco) shipped to.
present pace, the government it- in the minority
87 are active.
only
tankers,
would all be classi- the admitted communist group
Made that it was phoney and it or the government printing office.
put
will
on
self
curbs
members
of
President Roosevelt has hinted
fied as communists.
This means that of 4820 books
together with their sympathizers
stunk.
This would make a fine addition that convoys will be used when
the communist party.
Thus, in both instances, the constitutes a decided minority
issued since the new book change,
library.
OUT OF ORDER
labor
In the second place, if we put union would
to a ship's
he declared "The U. S. govern- 1,125 are inactive, have died, or
be behind the well- in the union.
It was only after much arguThis misnarnea anti-sabotage ment is obliged by law to protect
retired status, thus leav- out a referendum ballot quite a known eight ball.
in
are
We feel that the international
ment that the chairman, Brother bill, which has been defeated in a American ships on the high seas."
who
number
men
are
of
not
In the third place, if the vote situation will shortly develop to
ing a total active membership
Walter Stack, succeeded in per- half dozen state legislatures, was
communists will vote against carried, then would come
He didnt' say why those ships of 3,695.
the ques- such a stage that even the adsuading the members to take a passed by the state assembly this
are proposed to be sent to zones
Du ee on this number at $18 a the expulsion, due to the fact tion of enforcement.
mitted communists, as well as the
secret ballot rather than throw it week.
they
that
of
know
certain
comwhere imminent danger of mines year equals $66,510.
We believe that if the U. S. gov- sympathizers, must decide who
out of order so that the agents
It goes to the governor for sig- and torpedoes exist.
munists
who
personally are ernment wishes to control comTo this revenue we can expect
they are going to be for—Uncle
In the branches would not be able nature now.
Senator Wheeler says "convoys a certain amount of revenue from fairly well liked and they would munists it should do so.
Sam or Uncle Joe Stalin.
to yell that the membership was
Several bus loads of unionists mean war."
not
wish
to
see
them
of
deprived
permit men.
But to enforce such a ballot
Their decision will be a matter
dominated by "reds."
the means of making a liveli- must of
are going to Sacramento tomorWe have already adopted a resoThe revenue from permit
necessity call for strong- for themselves.
After full discussion a secret
hood in the only work they arm
row from numerous unions to lution protesting to the president men, however, cannot be exmethods, that is, the creation
If they don't decide for Uncle
ballot was taken and Brother
attempt to persuade the gover- against this proposed step.
pected to produce much more
of goon squads.
Sam, then the United States govSam Richards, chairman of the
nor to veto this bill, which has
The
of
number
Comadmitted
the
with
month
per
Your committee recommends
than $500
If the few men involved re- ernment will have something to
balloting committee, reported
been characterized as 100 per
,entire organization and this, munists in the union is very small fused to give up their books and say on the matter.
that we give full support to the
that 126 members voted against
CIO.
the
by
anti-labor
cent
resolution of Senator Toby (D)
we believe, is a high estimate. --possibly three to five in Seattle, sympathizers rallied around
We believe it does not serve any
taking a referendum on the
The bill's passage was largely
This would add a total of none that we know of in Port- them, then of necessity to force
N. H., forbidding use of U. S.
good purpose at the present time
agents' proposal and 16 voted
due to AFL treachery.
land,
probably
three
to
$66,510
in
five
the
to
annum
naval vessels for convoy pur- $6,000 per
the issue goon squads would in disrupting the Firemen's Union
for such a referendum.
Their legislative representatives poses, by writing our congress- anticipated from the regular mem- San Pedro, a handful in New
have to be created.
on this issue.
last
the
withdrew opposition at
York, and we believe not more
PROPOSALS
men, senators and the presi- bership.
Counter goon squads would nathan
or
On the proposal of the dona- minute.
eight
nine
San
in
FranUE
REVJEN
dent.
turally be organized.
Women's Auxiliary No. 1
tions the minority report on this A EF ?
Since the total revenue from cisco have admitted membership NO GOOD PURPOSE
The pro-war elements of the adTo the Maritime Federation
the
of
actions
alarming
thus
in the communist party.
Several
question brought in by Brother
ministration have succeeded in members and permit men
The ultimate conclusion will be,
Druids Temple, 44 Page St.
If we take a ballot and the balOtto Petersohn was accepted, national administration this week' stalling hearings on this bill until falls far short of the operating
2nd Thursday, 2 P. M.
Which was that better judgment make the need for emphasis on April 30, by which time they hope expenses needed to maintain the lot carried, and 600 members vote
4th Thursday, 8 P. M.
be used in the future on the ques- the legislative field more ap- by administrative decree to pre- union on the same basis as in not to expell communists and
DElaware 6115
Phone
revthe
1,400 vote to expell communists,
parent.
tion of donating money.
sent the hearing with an accom- 1940, it is obvious that
HOME COOKED FOODS
P. 0. Box 1249
the 600 men who vote not to exYour legislative committee be- plished fact.
It was unanimously agreed to
BEER
cut out any loans to the members. lieves that if ships meetings from
ed a communimst meeting with pell admitted communists would
BRIDGES CASE
be classified by agents seeking to
The meeting unanimously adopt- time to time took up these imBridges.
Powell
and
Embareadero
Two Blocks to Union Halls
Another series of stool-pigeons,
Ow the conference proposal on the portant matters at their meetings
Four weeks of collecting con- destroy the union as all being
tter 9438
San Francisco t
traitors
to
took
thiefs
labor
and
instead of devoting all of their
NMU members:
tributions from firemen on ships communists.
Comfort, Cleanliness_Showers,
On the other hand, if a big
That once a man is shipped time to strictly economic prob- the stand in the Bridges case this has resulted in almost $500 being
Tub Baths and Elevator Service
sympathy campaign was started
by any official branch or head- lems, much good would be accom- week, one a Sam Diner is another collected from 50 ships.
RATES: 35c Per Day
Ferguson and was up on charges
quarters of the MFOW it will plished.
This is half of what your com- upon the issue, and the vote was,
$2.00 to $4.00 Per Week
of
accepting
bribes
the
from
emEspecially now, we should
say, 1,400 in favor of not expellbe clearly marked on the back
mittee expects to collect.
46 Jackson Street, San Francisco
ing admitted communists and 600
start sending In letters to Chair- ployers.
of the shipping card that the
The last case cost $28,000.
He was compelled to confess
132 Embareadero, S. F.
man Bland of the committee on
man is guaranteed a round trip,
This one will probably cost
25 Years of Famous Service
merchant marine and fisheries that he received $50 from one twice as much.
and this card will be honored
The Maritime Men's Favorite
firm.
dohave
ships
following
The
at Recreation Center During
He was expelled from the com- nated the amounts alongside of
411.
RESTAURANT—TAVERN
'36-'37 Strike.
munist party for the same reason, their names this week:
NOW AT
the union kicked him out.
98 Embareadero, S. F.
$25.00
PRES. TAFT
Patronize the
131 Drumm St.
COMPLIMENTS OF
ILWU Supporter
He admitted that the FBI had
22.50 (Cor. Commercial in San Francisco)
VIRGINIAN
taken him to a town to study
10.00 a t riend to the Maritime Noreen'
DELAROF
the outside of a building where
JANE CHRISTENS'N 9.00
DAIRY LUNCH
Women's Auxiliary No. 2 of the
Importers of Wel.Pac Products
he was supposed to have attend8.50
Maritime Federation of the
PRES. TYLER
100 Sacramento St.
Pacific
8.00
MAPEL14-1
Regular Meetings at Odd
. 8.00
POMONA
Fellow's Hall, 410 11th St.
7.50
MAKIKI
PIER 23
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
was
credit
your
"Where
1st Wednesday-2 P. M.
7.00
ALABAMAN
AND
Italian Restaurant
3rd Wednesday-8 P. M.
good during the strike"
Auditorium and Halls
PROCTOR-IN-ADMIRALTY
5.00
LAHAINA
President—C. McGuire
100% UNION
1224 Hearst Bldg. SU.'7050
. 3.00
BERING
San Francisco, Calif.
Vice-President—E. Estes
•
San Francisco
273 Golden Gate Ave.
3.00 itc
Secretary—L. Carter
MISCELLANEOUS
Attorneys for ILWU 1-6, 1-10
Phone HEmlock 9207
World War Veteran
23 Years 100% Union
Treasurer—V. Acqpilina
Frank P. Walcott, Bldg. Supt.
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
100% Union

MFOW participating in a drive to
organize the tankers.
Many brothers took the floor
and spoke pro and con on the
issue.
After a complete discussion a
secret ballot was taken on the
proposition of the firemen's
union starting an independent
tanker drive.
The count of the ballots showed
that 117 members were against
the proposal that the MFOW start
an independent organizing drive
on the tankers and 22 members in
favor of such a drive.

use or not use the VOICE and
so has headquarters the right
to say what it will publish,
otherwise a two-thirds vote to
amend the constitution to deprive headquarters of that right
would be necessary.
It was carried unanimously
that the question of raising dues
to $2 be placed on a referendum
for a vote of the membership.
The vicious and completely
unjustified verdict finding Brother Smallman and Webster guilty
of second degree murder was
taken up at the meeting.
It was voted that Brother Malone should go to San Pedro immediately and do all within his
power to fight the case In behalf of the brothers and to rally
full support in demanding that
the brothers get a new trial.
TO WASHINGTON
informed
Malone
Secretary
the membership that he had received a letter from maritime
commission notifying him that
they were holding a conference
April 26 to discuss the shortage
of seamen in the merchant marine.
Brother Malone pointed out
that this move to attempt to
regulate and control the sea-going
personnel was. nothing less than
"an opening wedge to put the
maritime commission school men
into the union."
The conference was an important one and v‘tal to the
members of the MFOW.
Upon hearing a full report on
the question, the meeting voted
that Secretary Malone should go
to Washington and represent the
firemen and oppose any move to
fill the union up with hand picked
cOmmission school graduates.

Malone and Oldenburg
Oppose Referendum

Marine Firemen
On Legislation

they had met In the regular
weekly meeting on March 27 at
the CIO industrial union council
offices, with the joint legislative
committee of the Maritime Federation, district council and the
CIO.
Various legislative activities
were reported by Brother Johnson, all of which were carried in
the last week's issue of the Voice.
The report on the Bridges defense work made by the chairman
of the MFOW legislative committee follows:
Your legislative committee has
been quite active on this phase
of work.
As we reported previously,
letters have been sent to all
west coast black gangs from
here to Singapore, to Capetown,
to Rio, and all over the world,
asking MEOW members to
make contributions to Bridges
second defense.
•
The nature of the frameup in
this case is obvious by the character of the first witness and the
opening remarks of the prosecution.
The first witness, an ex-official
of the communist party, Benjamin
Gitlow, was expelled twelve years
ago.
That's like putting Ferguson or
Scharrenberg on the stand asking
them to give an honest account
of the aims and principles of the
Firemen's Union.
The prosecution contends that
membership in the IWW or
MWIU, even if back in 1920, is
grounds for deportation according
to new laws.
The prosecution claims that any
alien who "cooperated" even indirectly with these unions or with
the communist party is eligible
for deportation.
According to such vicious fascist interpretation, anyone who
was on the picket line in any
strike or attended union meetings,
If an alien, is subject to deportation based on this hitherto unheard of precedent of a retroactive law that makes things that
were legal now illegal.
The full weight of all unions
and individuals must be put behind the Bridges case. To defend Bridges is to defend labor.
Motion and second to accep
report, and any members available go up to Sacramento. Carried.
Adjournment 7:50 p.m.; 195.10
members present.
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SPEED LUNCH
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•
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San Francisco
Meeting Place for Maritime Men
The Place To Eat and Drink

GOLDEN TAVERN
27
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NEW TRANSPARENT MATERIAL

LightUsed by dental profession. restore
weight, comfortable. Help
natural expression. Ready same day

If necessary.

CREDIT

A Year to Pay—No Interest
Reasonable Fees
MAKE
YOUR
OWN
TERMS

GAS•NOVOCAIN
EXTRACTIONS
•Fillings - Bridgework

EAGLE'S BUILDING

800 Mills Bldg.

WATERFRONT

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

FRANK ORWITZ
620 Hearst Bldg., Third and lilarke
Ban Francisco
GA. 6853

(Home Phone: MO. 3305)

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law
Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine
Firemen, Oilers, Watertendera
nil Wipers' Association

SUtter 3866
1650 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco, Calif.
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ONE-DAY SERVICE
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By JOE HARRIS
MC&S Agent

SEATTLE.—Here's the dope on what's going on in the
SAN FRANCISCO—The regular meeting of the'Marine Cooks and Stewards at Seattle branch of the Marine Cooks and Stewards:
n.eadquarters Thursday, April 10, was called to order at 4:10 p. m. by Secretary Burke. The new American Mail line O
motorship Cape Alava was tied place protective guards on the
Hugh Bryson was elected chairman and Brother Arrua elected sergeant-at-arms.

0
up for several days in Tacoma ship along the conditions that
SECRETARY'S REPORT:
by members of the Seattle branch ships in transit through the PanBrother Burke reported on the came up before a jammed corn- into one four-story building.
President Hayes, new round-the- mittee hearing against the bill.
On issue of convoys explained it of the MCS refusing to . sail the ama canal have them it would be
world ship.
Request to present the opposi- was a special current national is- ship shorthanded.
OK with us, but only on those
The members quit their jobs in conditions.
sue not planned under the leaseAll complaints and problems tion was refused.
taken up and biggest portion of
Were told that Vandeleur was lend bill, but now convoys are dis- protest against the company takSince the ships do no go
them settled. Over thirty problems labor's spokesman.
cussed and urged by certain forces. ing a position against adding an- through any canal there would
London asking for them as well other man to the stewards depart- be no need for any protection
adjusted.
This ridiculous contention was,
Manning scale big issue, but of course, protested.
as for ships with American sea- ment.
for them.
The company claimed that unhave several more men than origiThis is a tactic of collaboration men.
The Portland committee was
navy
ship
was
the
the
the
agreement
Knox
of
Secretary
der
nally allowed.
with reaction and 95% of the AFL
not represented at the meeting
department, in his oposition re- adequately manned, but after the because of a misunderstanding as
Same type of ship on east coast members contacted condemn it.
sailed with five men less.
S. B. 180, the anti-sabotage bill, cently, was not opposed to crew quit, Agent Harris pointed to the date discussion were to
Maritime commission did not al- was cooked up originally by the transferring of American ves- out to the company that a sister take place.
low for berthing space for more FBI office and is part of a war sels to avoid war, as it appeared, ship, the SS Cape San Martin had
Brother Eddie Lane informed
men.
but to keep them for American been put on a trial with the old the Seattle .committee that it was
drive.
Previous ship President Monroe
manning scale and it was found his understanding that the date
It was sent to states for pass- seamen to convoy.
reports it is getting along nicely. age.
On March 21 Franklin D. Roose- to be inadequate because of the set for discussing proposals from
Heat in galley on Hayes was
It was defeated in Washington velt said convoys meant shooting improved conditions and service Portland was to have been Tuesterrific,
required on the new ships.
state, partly through the help of and shooting meant war.
day, April 15, but according to
Found uptake was not operat- the MCS in Seattle.
So the forces which endorse
While attempting to secure the industry, the date was to have
ing.
convoys are endorsing war. Broth- an adjustment of the dispute, been Thursday, April 11.
It was vetoed in Oregon.
Bill-of-fare also equal to firstWe are only allowed five min- er Cayton then introduced a reso- the jobs were placed on the
However, the Portland commitclass ships and these have been utes to speak against it in Cali- lution on the subject. MSC to board but no one wanted them
tee came up to Seattle on Monpared down to proper class.
fornia, while those in favor were adopt the resolution and accept under the prevailing conditions. day .and met with the Seattle
Reported, regarding Alaska ne- given two hours.
the report, by Davis 1220, Fisher
Guertz, maritime la- committee and was given a picgotiations, that they had finally
The bill provides that picketing 620.
bor board mediator who is in Se- ture of what had gone on.
accepted offer with clarification, of any industrial plant is illegal. ALASKA COMMITTEE:
attle in connection with the AlasThe Portland men remained
Still a hitch with other unions.
Assemblyman Millington stated
Cobb reported the new ka salmon industry negotiations, over for the coordinating comBrother
uncertain
still
Chiknik
to
Ship
there would be no civil liberties in provision that the day messman is was called in by the company and mittee meeting Tuesday mornas to time.
thirty days, or unions either, as not to be called at night because after talking with Agent Harris
ing and 'eft immediately thereA joint negotiating committee we will be in the war.
men served in the day by them are he evidently convinced the com- after for Portland.
will get together tomorrow in
another
Jule
notified
the
Brother San
being served at night in other pany that it should put on
BRIDGES
an attempt to iron out these difbody that the measure, if pass- mess rooms. Lively discussion on man.
ficu Ities.
Donations to the Harry Bridges
ed, would be forced to referend- this issue.
This the company did under
Touched on anti-labor measures urn vote by the people of the
protest, using as an excuse that defense fund are still coming in.
are
required
to
When
extra
men
being sponsored in Sacramento, state.
Ship's delegates are requested
help night messmen he or they the ship was loaded with national
particularly anti-strike laws, and
There are 900 bills in the hopper will be called up by chief steward, defense material being sent out by to make contact at the hall for
the necessity of our voicing oppo- in Sacramento which deal with
pamphlets and other material the
to determine limit on number one the U. S. government.
sition.
labor.
committee has.
ALASKA COMMITTEE
man
can
feed.
All a part of general move of all
There are two exceedingly
Negotiations for the Alaska
Assemblyman G u s Hawkins,
Other points enumerated and
labor hating forces over the
progressive pro-labor representa- clarified.
salmon season are in the prelim- good pamphlets, one by Dalton
country to move labor out, behind
Trumbo on the issues involved
tive, introduced a bill to limit
Coastwise Agreement items pre- inary stage.
a screen of false patriotism under
in the Harry Bridges case and
hours for domestic workers.
The committee met with the
viously discussed taken up and
the pretence of supporting our nathe other a pamphlet called
industry and went over the proOpposition was expressed by clarified.
tional defense.
"The Bridges Showdown," a
posals covering the Libby ships
feeding
sick
men
Question
of
three
assemblymen
who
declared
Delegation of ten men sent to
history of Bridges' activities in
and the floaters.
the bill was communist inspired discussed.
Sacramento.
representative the labor movement on the west
industry
The
Company contends union men
Recommended that such delega- and that people should work their
household servants as long as they should be glad to feed sick broth- has started the flag waving by coast.
tions be allowed meal money.
All members are urged to read
stating that the section of our
ers without overtime.
Necessity of such delegations wanted to.
whereby we will not these pamphlets.
proposals
MSC
to
accept
committee's
reBrother San Jule asked for a
and their effectiveness is beyond
There is also the book "Harry
port in its entirity by Hinkle 1860, work where armed guards are
delegation for next week.
question.
used or employed in a labor dis- Bridges on Trial," a history of
Stashak 2734.
MSC to accept the secretary's
Importance of delegations canthe first Bridges' deportation
MSC that when the chief ste- pute must come out.
report and allow members of dele- not be over estimated. They do
which he was vindiwas told that under no cir- hearings
He
industry
are
wards
for
cannery
gation 75c per. meal for trip to much good and should be concumstances would we go for any cated by the special examiner,
their
instruchired,
that
they
get
Sacramento, by Davis 1220, Mor- tinued.
tions from the secretary before such deletion, but that if it was James M. Landis, dean of the
als 1249.
NMU CONVENTION
leaving, on conduct and treat- the intention, of the packers to Harvard law school.
Brother Burke added that a
Brother Cayton reported for the ment of men, by Sneddon 1834,
$5 raise had been secured for all
ratings and 5c an hour addition- CIO Maritime Committee on the Bruce 2068.
Amendment that stewards
al on all overtime under the NMU convention in Cleveland in
shipped be approved by the secCoastwise Line agreement. (This July.
retary for the job in which they
was included in the concurrence
Committee has requested the
ship, by Patterson, Anglin. Carof the report.)
Maritime Federation of the Paried as amended.
At this time the meeting observ- cific convention in June for an
MSC that the secretary sign the
ed one minute's silence for Brother affair to raise funds to send
By E. E. WILLIAMS
agreement, by Bruce 2066 and
F. H. Phillips who passed away delegates to the convention.
SAN FRANCISCO—SecFrisco NMU Field Patrolman
several.
during the week.
Importance of convention outretary Burke of the Marine
Secretary recommended that
FRANCISCO—The followlined, for one national program
LEGISLATION
and Stewards is ingSAN
Cooks
due to the brevity of trip to
brothers of the SS Harry
touch
At this time a special order of for American seamen.
in
anxious to get
Luckenbach have assessed themA radio costing $119 to be used Chiknik, men shipping be allowed
business was requested to hear
to remain on the ship upon their with some of the brothers selves $1 each for the defense of
to
raise
funds
delegates.
to
send
Brother San Jule, state secretary
now on Harry Bridges, and they have all
On the tanker drive, good work return and former motion on this who were and are
of Labor's Non-Partisan League
be
rescinded.
Hawaiian.
SS
received stamps:
the
Brother San Jule gave an out- reported,
MSC that our particular former
It is very important that
Perri, Crowley, Oliva, Evans,
All ready signing up men on the
line of the situation in Sacraaction regarding shipping to
following brothers con- Barnes, Hayes, Santo, Saoge,
the
tankers.
mento.
Alaska be rescinded due to change
Things have been going badly
The plan for a CIO headquarters in conditions, by Sneddon 1834 tact Secretary Burke im- Wanag, Johnso n, Pomare, V.
and last night the worst thing of coining along.
mediately at headquarters: Johnson, Lovett, Mercera, Smith,
and several.
all happened.
George M. Johnson, Jose Glaver, Sugar, Castillo, Cheisa,
Many unions of the CIO not
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p. m.,
H. A. Johnson, Savadcson, Conda,
This was the passing of the no owning their own balls will move approximately 350 present.
Tejada, Donnell 0. McMil- Karlan,
Jacharias, Wunchk, Gara"hot cargo" bill.
James
Rosada,
lin, Juan
filias, Thom, Shully and Taylor.
Last Tuesday a delegation from
Strey, Rolf P. Nielsen, and
the waterfront went to SacraThe donation totaled $28.50,
Joseph L. Flanagan.
mento on a bill which does not efincluding 50 cents from another
fect the maritime workers.
brother.
This impressed the legislators
I wish to compliment the crew
and was a good argument for them
of the Harry Luckenbach through
to work against the bill.
these columns for the generous
Requested all members to
donations for such a worthy cause
write regarding A. B. 560 which
as the Bridges defense.
SAN
FRANCISCO.—The
members of the steward's dewould all but wipe out unemSEATTLE—The following jobs
ployment insurance act. Bill partment aboard the President Pierce received high praise
out of this port
SAN FRANCISCO. — The new
comes up again next week.
from Captain Jokstad for their efficiency and responsibility were shipped
from the Marine Cooks hall for Cl SS American Manufacturer,
The bill outlawing hot cargo in handling their jobs on the trans-Pacific liner.
the week ending April 12:
United States lines, hired a comHere's the letter dated March*
1
2nd Steward
1 plete crew Wednesday, April 9,
28 to the MC&S crew from CapSteward
and
Cook
ment is in closer contact with the Chief Cooks
3 with the deck and engine shipping
tain Jokstad of the President
2
passengers, than any other, I am 2nd Cooks and Bakers
Pierce:
1 out of this hall and the stewards
Butcher
Chief
addressing this to the steward's
2 out of the MC&S.
2nd Butcher
"I have been unable to tell you
SAN FRANCISCO.—
1
department to let you know how Bar—Utility
all personally about the compliThere were two of our colored
1
Saloon—Waite:
greatly I appreciate your efforts,
Brother C. Araneda, who ments I have
4 brothers shipped on her in the
Room—Stewards
received, from pass- and
cooperation,
in
making
'10
this
a
Waiters
Br.
joined MCS in 1907, died sengers, concerning your work.
1 stewards department.
ship to be proud of in the Ameri- Night Walters
in the marine hospital, fol2
Stge. Waiters
"I would say that about ninety
Upon arriving at this hall for
can merchant marine."
1
Watchman
Stge.
lowing a heart attack on per cent of the passengers have
1 information in regards to that
Janitor
1 ship, and the policy of the Unihis last job on the Amer- made statements as follows:
Galleyman
11
Messmen
"That room service has been
ican Star.
8 ted States Lines not hiring colUtilitymen
4 orded brothers, they were adexcellent; that the ship was exScullions
Brother Araneda was
9
Bellboys
ceptionally
clean,
and
that
invised by the agent to go down
one of our best craftsmen
cluded public rooms as well as
57 there and get rejected officially
Total
and respected and liked by
PERMIT MEN:
quarters; that table service was
1 by the company, so as we can
Stge. Waiter
all who knew him.
excellent; that the food was very
5 make a test case of their disSAN FRANCISCO—The follow- Bellboys
We extend our deepest
good; that the crew was at all ing jobs were shipped from the
6 crimination to our brothers.
Total
gympathy to his wife and
times respectful; attentive and MC&S ball in this port for the Relief 2nd Steward
1
These two brothers thought that
16
STAND-BY JOBS
family.
eager to serve the passenger's week ending April 12:
this was a hopeless case, and did
59
Total
men
registered
Mlessmen
33
Brother Paul Sanders, needs.
not go down to see if they would
2
"Some of the passengers stated Messboys
625, joined the MONA in
Utility Messmen
2
be accepted or rejected.
that they had expressly waited for Galleymen
5
1911.
This port has been going to
Cabin
Men
2
President Peirce because they Scullions
He was working on the the
town in regards to donations and
had heard that our service was ex- Butchers' Helper
1
stamps for the Bridges Defense.
steamer Florence 01 s o n, cellent.
Chief Pantryman
1
Storekeeper
1
To-date this branch has collected
and fell overboard in Ban"I am indeed proud to convey to 2nd Cook & Bakers
11
93.00 in stamps.
Cooks
don. Oregon.
Chief
you such fine praise from the pasChief Stewards
2
The membership has set up a
PORTLAND — The following
Heart failure was pro- sengers of this and last trip.
Cook-Stewards
2
jobs were shipped out of the committee to work in conjunction
"I have always felt that the Elevator Operators
nounced the cause of his
Assistant Grew Cook
1 MC&S hail from this port for the with the patrolman to continue
death after immediate res- hotel service in the United States Waiters-1st
11 week ending April 9:
the drive in behalf of Bridges case.
Walters-Cabin
was the best in the world and
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In Memory

Frisco
Ships 113

Portland
Ships 12.

cue.
Brother Sanders leaves a
Widow and brother.
His many friends will
mourn his demise. The
union extends its sympathy
to his loved ones.
Brother Jacir Mowbray,
725, joined the MC&S In
1909.
Brother Mow bray fell
victim of a heart attack
and died suddenly in San
Francisco.
The union shares the bereavement of those he has
left behind.

after such praise feel that our
ships' service is equal to any first
class hotel service in this country.
"I have watched a betterment
of service, and general standard
of the entire personnel, for the
past two years, but the last two
trips have been exceptionally
good.
'My reason for writing this
letter is because I believe in giving praise where praise is due or
a reprimand where a reprimand
Is due.
"I have heard nothing but
praise on this trip, as well as the
last, concerning the ship's personnel, and as the steward's depart-

Crew Cook
BRs
Chief Butcher
2nd Baker
Nile Crew Cook
Total

TEMPORARY
Walters-Cabin
Waiters-1st
Stewardess
Asst, Larder Cook
Assistant Cook
Galley Messman

Galleyman
Saloon Messman
Cabin Man
Total

1
Chair Steward
1
Cook-Steward
1
Chief Cook
1
Second Cooks
2
Pantryman
1
P. O. Mess
1
Cabin Man
96 Saloon Meg
2
•
1
Crew Mess
3
12
Total
1
Sent to Seattle for Cook-Steward
Wired to San Pedro to relieve
Chief Steward
1
1
-1
2
Total
1
1 REGISTERED THIS WEEK
1 Cook-Stewards
2
1
Second Cooks
12 Messmen
9
.13
1
1
1

PERMIT MEN
Scullions
Waiters-lst
Cook-Steward
2nd Cook & Bakers
Steerage Waiters
Total

2
1
1
1
1
6

12

Total

REGISTERED ON THE BEACH
7
6

Cook-Stewards
Second Cooks
Messmen

T

otal
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In Seattle
Hospital
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This chart from the December issue of the CIO Economic Outlook, shows the effect
of army and navy expenditures on the cost of living. The cost of living remains up long
after war expenditures have almost disappeared. Which doesn't tell the whole story—
for example, what about the men who, after the war, don't have to worry about the
cost of living, because they're dead?

Calls for Delegates to the
NMU Convention
SAN FRANCISCO—Secretary Burke of the Marine Cooks and Stewards in a letter to
the MC&S members aboard the Lurline, Matsonia, Mont e r e y, Mariposa and President
Coolidge called upon them to make preparations to elect two delegates from each ship to
attend the convention of the National Maritime Union to be held at Cleveland, July 7.
"The convention," writes Secretary Burke, "affords an opporOur union has been through
tunity for all seafaring men to many struggles to maintain itcome together and decide on one self since that time, and its
program in the interest of all members have made many perseamen."
sonal sacrifices in behalf of the
Proposals to cover all class
organization.
B ships and freighters are also
In spite of all the attacks
being sent out by the MC&S
made against us through the
secretary outlining a plan for
years, and in all adversity, we
participation in the unity conhave continued to advance and
vention by the members aboard
secure better wages and condithese ships.
tions for our members.
Here is a copy of the letter sent
Our union has played a proto the big passenger ships for ac- gressive role In helping first to
tion by the stewards department: create and maintain the MariOn May 2nd, 1902, nearly
time Federation, and then the
thirty-nine years ago, a handful
Congress of Industrial Organiof seafaring culinary workers
zations.
gathered together on Steward
Today, in 1941, the situation
street and founded the Marine
is of such a character and the
Cooks and Stewards Assn.
problems confronting' the seamen, so serious and complex,
that I am addressing this special letter to the members of
your crew to bring to your attention these problems and am
offering you a series of recommendations that I hope you will
act upon favorably.
There is at present a legislaSAN FRANCISCO—The
officials of the Marine tive attack on the seafaring
Cooks at headquarters groups, as well as upon the lawish to call the member- bor movement generally, in the
state assembly
Sacramento
ship's attention to the ex- and in the halls in
of congress in
cellent work for the Brid- Washington, D. C., which in unges' defense fund done by
doubtedly the most vicious avathe steward's department lanche of anti-labor activity on
aboard the Lurline.
the part of the lawmakers of
They have boosted their this country, that I have ever
$194 donation up to $238, witnessed.
The hoppers are literally filled
all in two trips.
with bills which if passed would
The boys on the Lurline
lead all other ships in con- smash out union, as well as
abolish civil liberties in this
tributions and they deserve
country.
special recognition for this
A strong anti-union sentiment
and other progressive ac- is being developed by labor hat-

NMU Brothers
Lurline
Want MC&S
Back Bridges Still Tops
Members

MC&S Crew Wins
Seattle
High Praise
Ships 86

1911

tions they have participated in.

In Frisco
Hospital
SAN FRANCISCO—The following brothers of the Marine Cooks
were in the U. S. Marine Hospital in this port for the week ending April 12:
Martin, W., 2176; Diradoorian, A. T.,
1188; Gale, L., 967; Ansley, Lee, 824;
Caravalho, C., 1990; Jensen, Emil W.,
597; Bouffief., V., 326; Guzman, Y.,
951; Jacobson, O. N., 149; Taylor, W.
S., 676; Holmberg ,Albert, 382.
S'tute, Anton, 1752; Modin, David,
2135; Palmer, C., 513; Araneda, C.,
181; Marki, A., 957; Edy, H., 902;
Hamrick, Chas., 1970; Walker, J., 1064;
Bprniston, H., 908.
Jackson, A., 656; Fisher, J., 576:
Kleppel, Karl, 729; Perez, Victor. 1039;
Schmidt, Win., 2785; Van Voorhis, H.,
419; Dupre, W,, 722; Casey, James,
1127; Duran, Peter, 394; Pryce, Win.,
970; Novak, Robt., 433.

Appreciates
Support
HONOLULU — The Honolulu
branch of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards received the deep appreciation of the ILWU 1-37 of
Honolulu for their support to the
longshore annual ball, MCS Agent
Esk ovitz announced.

Frederick K. Kanahoahoa, secretary of the longshoremen's local
wrote the MC&S branch a letter of
thanks for the subscription in a
dance program which the cooks
SEATTLE—The following bro- and stewards took to assist the
thers of the MC&S were in the ILWU in raising funds.
U. S. Marine Hospital in this port
for the week ending April 12:
Hoyt, D., No, 1424; Davison, N., No.
SAN FRANCISCO — Matson
1274; Welsh, T„ No. 906; Strasky, J.,
Flush, company has announced that all
No, 2185; Castillo, A., No.
F., No, 211; Guion, E., No. 273; Paul- sailings of Matson freighters from
ett, D., No. 918; Wilkeson, B., No.
1216; Lowndes, R., No. 267; Sullivan, California ports will be delayed
T., No. 2431; Boyd, S., No. 185; New- a week and schedules have been
by, C., No. 147; Madsen, Al, No. 162;
Trenilett, S., No. 168; 'Timmons, C., revised because of the delay of
No. 560; Curry, C., No. 1849; Calderon, ships in the Hawaiian Island
V„ No. 1994.
ports.
ETAOIN
6

ing employers throughout the
country and such groups as the
American association of manufacturers are spending millions
of dollars in developing this
feeling.
The clouds of war hang dark
and ominous over the American
people.
It is my opinion that if the
seamen are to meet this attack
on them, it is all important that
they unite at this time behind
one program.
The national unity convention
of the National Maritime union,
to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
the first week in July, afford'
an opportunity for all seafaring
men to come together and decide on one program in the interest of all seamen.
I am, therefore, in accordance
with the mandate of the regular
meeting at headquarters, as well
as the California CIO Maritime
Committee's
conference,
requesting that your ship's crew
immediaeely set about raising
funds to send two delegates to
that convention.
The total cost of sending two
delegates will be $200.
There is quite a bit of time
in which to raise the money
and it is my personal feeling
that $200 could not go to a better cause.
My recommendation is that
you endorse in principle the
sending of two delegates and
the raising of funds for this
purpose, and that your ships'
committee meet with me on the
return of the ship to Son Francisco, where I will be able to
talk with them personally on
the entire situation.

Marine Survey

Seamen Shortage
In Nation's Ports
SAN FRANCISCO—According to a recent report of the
bureau of marine inspection and navigation there is a shorts
age of seamen in all the principal ports of the country.
The results of the survey were
placed before the selective service
officials for guidance in the quesof placing seamen in the deferred
status.
The shortage of seamen was
laid to both the drafting of seamen for military service and the
fact that many of the seamen had
gone to work in the shipyards
throughout the nation.
This report was looked upon
with suspicion amongst the maritime unions as having behind it a
move to push maritime commission school "seamen" into the industry.
Following is the port by port
survey made by the bureau of
marine inspection:
"Only two ports—Mobile, Ala.,
and Galveston, Tex.—reported
no shortages In sight.
"The situation at Boston, Mass.,
was reported acute, with shortages in licensed officers, ablebodied seamen, qualified members
of the engineer department, radio
operators and cooks, and with reserve personnel exhausted and
several vessels delayed in sailing.
"Providence, R. I., reported a
very serious present shortage, including able-bodied seamen and
qualified members of the engineer
department, with a tendency to
grow worse.
"New York reported no present shortage, but pointed out
that no surplus of available
seamen exists and that the situation will grow worse.
"A serious shortage was reported at Philadelphia, particularly in

able-bodied seamen, radio operators and cooks and the sailing of a
number of vessels delayed on this
account. The situation is expected
to grow worse.
"Baltimore reported a present
and serious shortage of able-bodied
seamen and qualified members of
the engineer department.
"A similar shortage is reported at Norfolk, Va., with the addition of a shortage among licensed personnel available for
service.
"Savannah, Ga., reported no
present shortage but indicated a
60 per cent drop in the number
of seamen normally available for
service and predicted the situation
would grow worse.
"New Orleans, La., reported no
general shortage, but added that
only one-fourth of the number of
seamen normally available are now
to be had, mentioning specifically
able-bodied seamen and radio
operators. Baton Rouge reported
a serious shortage.
"Seattle, Wash., reported a
shortage in licensed officers,
able-bodied seamen and qualified members of the engineer
department, but indicated the
situation was not yet serious. A
loss of licensed engineers to
nearby shipyards was noted.
Seattle expects conditions there
to become acute.
"Portland, Ore., indicated a
serious shortage of licensed personnel, with no engineers availa ble and conditions growing
worse."
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Luckenbach Ships to Run to Far
Spencer Kellogg

Ship's Meeting of Marine Cooks

Urges West Coast
Seamen to Unite

WASHINGTON, D. C.-Under the authority of the lease-lend law President Roosevelt gave Great
Britain four fast new American freighters Thursday, April 17.
The Robin Doncaster, a brand new ship of the Robin line, the Almeria Lykes of the Lykes Brothers Steamship company, the Exemplar of the American Export lines and the Nightingale of the
Grace line will be registered under the British flag and manned by a British crew.

Lease-Lend

SAN FRANCISCO-The long anticipated shake-up in the intercoastal trade broke this
week when Luckenbach Steamship company announced that eight of their fleet of 16 ships
would go on the trans-Pacific run.

Foreign
Ship Crab
SAN FRANCISCO.-Following
the seizure of the Italian, German
and Danish ships in the various
ports of the country President
Roosevelt has asked congress for
the power to commandeer all
foreign flag ships that are idle in
American ports.
This authority, if given, would
not only mean the final taking
over of the ships already seized by

Lease-Lend Program

Moving Towards War
In Merchant Marine

NEW YORK-The crew of the Spencer Kellog has
called upon the west coast seamen to send delegates to the
National Maritime Union's convention at Cleveland, July 7,
and "to sit with us and discuss the problems that SO vitally
affect us all in order that we may unite in a common bond
of understanding."
Here's a copy of the statement
issued by the Spencer Kellog's
crew, sent in by William L. Henney, deck delegate, and J. A. Donald, engine delegate:
"Our National Maritime Union
convention opens in Cleveland in
the first week of July.
"It is open to all bona fide marine organizations.
"We feel that we are understating the case when we say
that there is a crisis rapidly developing in the labor movement
in general and in the maritime
organizations in particu la r
which will only be successfully
combatted by a united front of
all maritime workers.
"For this reason we ask you to
sit with us and discuss the problems that so vitally affect us all,
in order that we may unite in a
common bond of understanding
and stop our foolish bickering.
"'that there is a crisis developing is certainly evidenced by the
barrage of anti-union legislation
now being' sponsored in congress
by the powers that be.
"History tells those of us who
did not see it, of the oppression
suffered by all those who were
not wholly in accord with the
Wilsonian policies of the last
war.
"We do not want a repetition of
those events and we do want true
rank and file unity.
Our opportunities will be
boundless and we think the best
way to start achieving this unity
is for you to meet with us at our
convention."

ast

'

Here's a shot of the MC&S members aboard the Lurline, discussing union business
at a ship's meeting. Main order of business was support to Harry Bridges. As a result
of this meeting $185 was brought in on a previous trip and another $44 was turned in
this week which means the Lurline cops all high honors for the largest ship donation
yet brought in. That's Ray Aldrich, a member of the ship's committee giving the boys
the business. Photo was taken by Eddie Hu nsaid.

President Johnson

It was reported that the change
is in lino with the war program
of the government in increasing
the movement of war-time cargoes
such as rubber and tin from the
Straits Settlements.
According to press reports
from Washington, D. C., there
will be a "selective withdrawal"
of ships from the coastal and intercoastal service which will be
used in the president's program
to build a "bridge of ships" to
Great Britain.
STEPS TO WAR
Adding more confusion to the
general situation in the merchant marine and dangerously
Increasing the possibilities of
America's war involvement was
the presidential executive order
this week opening the Red Sea

ports to American shipping.
As the week closed it was
clear tha' such changes as the
Luckenbach ships to the Far
East as well as other changes
of intercoastal shipping now
In the making was not only a
question of moving war materials across the Pacific.
Lurking behind the changes in
the merchant marine were the
three steps that would entangle
us more than ever in the European conflict, namely, the opening of the Red Sea ports, the
"bridge of ships" to Britain and
the convoy of the merchant fleet
into the north Atlantic war zones.
BRITISH WAR AIMS
Sir Arthur Salter, a big shot
In the British ministry of shipping, arrived in this country

last week and immediately
went into conference with the
maritime commission.
It was reported that he urged
the U. S. government to divert
their coastal and intercoastal
vessels to foreign trades in order
to aid the British war aims.
The Luckenbach ships will
make the intercoastal trips and
returning from the east coast
will call in at San Pedro and San
Francisco and then sail to the
Far East.
The Dorothy, Harry and
Andrea Luckenbach will inaugurate the new service for the
company.
More changes are expected
shortly in the revision of the
ship's schedules.

the coast guard, but a number of
other foreign carriers, particularly
the French line's idle fleet.
There are about 18 French
ships of some 90,000 tons plus
the 83,423-ton Normandie idle in
the U. S. ports.
Already it has been announced
By WILLIAM BAILEY
by Constantin Fotich, Yugoslav
MFOW Delegate
minister in Washington, D. C.,
EN
ROUTE
TO
SINGAPORE-Fo
r a ship laid up for six years, we are happy to say
that a scheme is being worked out
with the British ministry of ship- that headaches have been few, on the contrary, we have found the ship to be a good riding
ping to commandeer the 100,000 boat, especially loaded down with 38,000 barrels of high pressure airplane gasoline for
•
tons of Yugoslav ships now tied Rangoon.
Leaving Frisco for Manila, we that the bosses are compelled to lookout on
up in the country.
forward head for
found out that all clapper valves reckon with.
mines.
These ships would be used to
were below water and on top of
All we need now is a two-inch
transport war cargoeS across the
This is true among the farm
that, most of them were rammed
Atlantic.
labourers, the cane cutters, who gun aboard and we know we are
SAN FRANCISCO-The campaign on the west coast under the leadership of the CIO
air tight, making it impossible to
have time and time again walked in the midst of war.
There are also seven Swedish; clear away the waste water,
Maritime
Committee to get delegates to the N ational Maritime Union's convention is hittin.c
thus away from
What with the war news
the cane fields and
three Estonian; two Belgian; one making the use of the individual
coining over the radio daily its stride and meeting with a wide response from the various ships that have arrived in
told
the
plantation
owners, either
Lithuanian; one Rumanion, and wash rooms impossible.
telling us how bed the situation port this week.
pay us better or else have your Is in the Orient,
two Icelandic vessels tied up.
Revels Cayton, secretary of the the
how the JapaLeaks were everywhere.
SAN FRANCISCO-The MOoreentire matter before the crew aboard the President Taft is callfield rot away..
nese are going to sink American California CIO Maritime Commitauthority
If
the
given
asked
Seven
hours
out
of
the
eight
MacCormack company has added
stewards' department at it's ing for a meeting of the entire
of
the
ships
bringing aid to China, and tee, reports that Frederick Myers,
Unemployment is rampant in
for three weeks, the wipers did
Trinidad as a port of call for the for the president will force the
next regular meeting.
stewards department of that veswe loaded (low it with high pres- national organizer of the
Manila,
where
charitable
or
a
sell
countries
ships
nothing
and
these
to
but
else
scoop up water
NMU, He also stated that he felt sure sel to take up the question of raisnew steamer Mormacstar.
sure gasoline, bound for Ran- informed
rather
terrible
a
'dole
handed
is
him "that the delegates that the crew
take the money out Of the bilfrom the machine ship down to
would appreciate ing funds to finance their delegate
goon, and we hear the great
out, just enough to keep from
the generator flats, while day
SAN FRANCISCO -The Pan- lions appropriated under the
"white father" in Washington who are going to the convention the burning necessity for all to the convention.
starving to death, thus helpmen with the assistance of the
ama canal tolls for the month of lease-lend bill.
defying all comers, it's little from the west coast are not to be American seamen getting behind
The membership of the Taft
ing to further increase tire
March amounted to $1,413,441.54
wonder that Roosevelt hasn't fraternal delegates but are to be one program.
The president would also have engineers, plugged leaks.
already endorsed the conhas
steady
amount
rising
prostiof
full fledged voting delegates with
Bath tubs remained full of
got a friend aboard here.
which was paid by 394 ships. authority to turn all the ships
vention and the sending of a deletution.
Ninety-five smaller craft paid over to Great Britain after pur- water, this was true with the deck
All the boys send their regards the right to serve on committees UNITY COMMITTEE
because the scupper was useless.
The question of Philippine to the VOICE and we urge upon
and will have equal opportunity
At the regular meeting at head- gate.
$3442.68.
chasing them..
Islands'
role
world
with
in
affairs
the
has
delegates
our union leaders as well as the
from the NMU quarters of the MC&S of April INLAND BOATMEN
NOT HUNGRY
rank and filers to keep their fin- in forging a real seamen's pro- 17, a committee was elected from
For a feeder, the ship is a been kept silent.
The San Francisco division of
the floor for the purpose of aiding
knock-out.
The people are made to believe ger on the situation, guard our gram of unity."
the Inland Boatmen's union at its
union,
refuse
to
yield
an
inch
of
The
assisting
and
CIO
Secretary
E.
Maritime
F.
There is never any beef about that the islands themselves play
Committee
last regular meeting unanimously
it either to Roosevelt's war ma- makes
the following report on the Burke and Assistant Secretary
the food, either in the quantity or no role whatsoever, while on the chine or to the
adopted the sale of tickets on the
shipowners, keep
quality.
contrary, are under constant at- unity, but foremost keep our progress of the convention plans: Jack O'Donnell in fulfilling the $119.50 radio and are sending
The cooks are first class and tack by Japan.
A meeting was held with the quota of thirty delegates from the books of tickets to all of their
heads.
know what to do with a good
ship's committee of the SS Lurline west coast to the national unity ships' delegates to be sold to the
The great "white father's" will
StP/. k.
in the offices of the California convention.
do all of our directing from the
membership.
We are sorry to say that the great white house in Washington
CIO Maritime Committee ThursThe first meeting of the comThere was considerable dissailors can't see their way clear they are told to believe.
day, April 17, just before the mittee is planned for Monday,
cussion on the floor and a high
in having joint meetings with the
ship's departure.
April 21, at 10 a. m., the rear
(AVE AWAY BILL
degree of enthusiasm for the
engine or stewards department.
In the absence of MC&S Secof the meeting hall at headquarSAN,FRANCISCO-The steward's department on the
program as outlined In the comOn the lease and give away bill,
This, I understand, was due to
retary E. F. Burke, the program' ters.
President Monroe gave a real demonstration of solidar- the sailors patrolman in Frisco, there is a progressive feeling
munication from the CIO Mariwas outlined by Brother Frank
At this time a full and detailed
ity and unity to Harry Bridges this week when they sent who either intimidated the crew among many that this bill will
time Committee.
McCormick, patrolman of the report on the unity convention will
his defense committee a money order for $187.50.
or else some people feel that they without a doubt lead not only the
MC&S and Brother Revels Cay- be made and a program to pro- CONVENTION BUTTON
In a letter to the defense committee, Brother Walker, of the can gain more by individual ac- mainland but the islands, as well,
SAN FRANCISCO-At a joint ton.
mote the securing of delegates
"On to Seamen's Unity Convenship's committee, in behalf of the MC&S members, stated the col- tion rather than joint action.
Into the war.
meeting of the sailors, firemen
Brother
mapped
out.
Bill
McCormick,
ship's
tion-Cleveland" is the slogan
lection was "for the defense of our brave union leader, Harry
They feel that King George and and cooks and stewards held
Nevertheless, the engine and
delegate, said in behalf of the
All members of the union are seen in ever-increasing numbers
Bridges."
stewards department are hold- his umbrella men have done aboard the Alabaman at sea, April
committee, that he would place invited and urged to attend.
on the seamen's coats.
The donation by the brothers on the Monroe places that
5,
nothing
it
for
was voted to combine the
the Filipino people,
ing their own and gaining new
Representatives of the S. F.
ship in the lead of all other crews with the exception of the
therefore, why should we do any- demands of all three departments
Attractive buttons are on sale
things daily.
branch of the Inland Boatmens'
Lurline, whose total donation to date amounts to $238.
and have them taken up on arrias well as tickets on the radio.
The oilers find the ship to be a thing for them.
union
are
also
being
asked
to
However, in relation to the size of its crew the Monroe's good running baby, hot at times
I asked a very intelligent doc- val at this port.
They are going fine from all
have representation present so
stewards' department takes its place in the front ranks of the but nevertheless she has what it tor what his opinion was regardThe following demands were
reports and real interest and enthat
their
organization
can
get
hundreds of ship's crews that have so loyally and militantly backed takes.
ing the eventual independence for discussed and voted to be given
thusiasm is being shown by the
under way as well.
up the fight of Harry Bridges against deportation charges.
For the first week out of Frisco the people.
to each union's patrolman:
seamen and other waterfront
Here's a letter to the defense committee, together with the the firemen as well as the engiSS PRESIDENT TAFT
In Just so many words lie
workers whose interest lies in
To
turn
in
old
cots
for
new
names of the brothers in the steward's department that so gen- neers
found out that our eight stated that from what he could ones-enough to
Brother Jack Devine, who has building a national program for
make two dozen
erously donated to the Bridges defense fund:
boilers will not run by trying to gather, the people are just altogether; to
SAN FRANCISCO - MFOW been delegate for several trips American seamen.
obtain a hot plate
"We are enclosing herewith money order for $187.50 collected
about convinced that the Wall for
burn water, as was the case.
messroom; that the captain Delegate 0. Olsen aboard the Vir- 1.
from the crew ot the S.S. President Monroe for the defense of
That was about the biggest street plunderers are no more and mate be
informed that we ginian reports that the black gang
our brave union leader, Harry Bridges.
headache the firemen had burn- willing to give them back their want to
change men aft to make has donated $20 to the Bridges
"The following is a list of the men who have contributed and
ing rags, it just about depleted country than the Japanese watch
focs'les. Request that all defense fund.
the amount which you will note amounts to $185.50.
would if they had control of it. rooms
our rag supply.
be painted in San FranAt a recent meeting of the
'The balance of $2 is anonymous.
stated
He
further
that
the
cisco and labeled for each watch. MFOW crew at which Larry
"Brother Jacobson, official of the Marine Cooks and Stewards MANILA
people are more convinced than That this
change take place in Chun was chairman and H. McWell, the fun began when we
IN FACT prints news, not facts speak for themselves.
Association of the Pacific will be in your office next week to pick
ever that their hope in the presi- San
"dope." It publishes the real
Francisco.
Carthy recording secretary, the
It presents no editorial opinup the stamps and he will bring them to the ship upon our arrival entered Manila.
dent in Washington of giving
inside news, the kind newsion.
She was not allowed to dock,
on the west coast.
To ask for 10 gallons of milk black gang discussed and voted
them their freedom is nil and the
papers often get but dare not
demands for the. improvement
HUMBERT
$10.00
HEILMAN
7.50 due to having explosive cargo only way they will eventually gain per day. Food committee to see on
print. It does not accept adIN FACT cannot spend
aboard, so we laid at anchor
port steward in San Francisco of living conditions aboard the
SCAGGS
10.00
BENJAMIN
vertising, which is still the
7.50 for five (lays, delayed also be- it is through their strength and
great sums on promotion. If
ship.
concerning
this;
steward
asked
to
RANDALL
most corrupting force in
7.50
IT()
a few of the millions who
8.00 cause of an exhaust steam line solidarity of the whole laboring put out canned
Here
are
the
minutes
of
the
fruit
in
night
newspapers . . . It belongs distrust the commercial
people.
VARGAS
7.50
CHOO
8.00 giving way.
ship's meeting:
lunch.
to no party, no organization, press will make it a personal
From some of the events that
MOSCOWITZ
7.50
KNUDSEN
5.00
Manila seems to be the same
Watch
foc'sles
for firemen
group, society or faction. It
matter to help IN FACT
Fix all portholes in crew
TOBIN
MINSKY
7.50
and wipers.
5.00 as ever, with the exception that I stated above, such as wages, it quarters including
Is in favor of every idea, reach one - quarter million
deck engine
Is
clear
that
bosses
the
here
are
VOSSICK
PERAS
7.50
movement and organization
New decks back aft in P. 0.
circulation by January, 1942
5.00 the people seem to be hungrier as vicious as anywhere else.
room; wind chutes for all
that is for what we care- ... not only will the immediMURRAY
7.50
quarters.
POLANCA
5.00 and more desperate.
rooms;
replace
forward
fan
in
so
Just
long
grounds
as
of
the
lessly call liberalism, demoate success of IN FACT as
I don't believe the average
Complete overhauling of all
STOVER
7.50
MARTINAS
3.00
firemea's messroom with a 12cracy, progress, but it ina weekly be assured, but it
American seaman sailing into the islands yield gold, sugar, rich inch
radiators in 8-12 and fireman
SCHVVEIGER
HOINSKI
7.50
oscillating
2.00 these
fan; new fan
minerals, etc., then that's as far
tends to show up the frauds
will bring closer the day
ports
realizes
wages
foc'sles
the
and
and
repacking
of
all
SCHNEE
GUSKIN
7.50
which
2.00 in iserable conditions that the as the rulers will care to hold on In 0. S. forecastle; paint sail- valves.
hide behind these
when we will be able to pubLAWRENCE
or's messroom and quarters at
RICH
words. It is pro-labor. IN
7.50
lish the only free daily in
2.00 Filipino people are living under. to it.
Winch chutes to be checked
FACT believes in letting
America. IT IS UP TO YOU.
TACKAJICKI
7.50
LAFIMINA
With the war situation as the first opportunity; r elocate
1.00
Take the wage level of the
and
renewed where needed fore
7.50
DEERING
way it is, with conditions in the, paper holders in bathrooms-to
MURIEL
1.00 people:
and aft.
be placed closed to bowls; new
MORAN
THORSEN
7.50
A bargetender who is on call Orient coming more to a head, it's
If watch foc'sles are not
2.00
wash buckets for all hands; two
only
matter
a
of
a
period
short
MISS COOK!
changedin firemen foc'sle to be
5.00 all hours out of the twenty-four before the
or
new
resilvered
mirrors
for
people and the islands
Never In history have events in America moved so fast!
receives approximately 18 pesos
painted.
firemen's washroom.
Never has there been such sensational, under-cover news
per month, which is equivalent will be geared up to the war
A hospital is badly needed.
Insulate water lines aft and
that the American people-and trade unionists in particular
to $9 in American money. Long- pitch.
Ventilators to be raised in
Bight now more naval ships midships so as to be able to ob- forward fireroom.
-have every right to know. The real news behind the
shoremen receive for eight
hysterical drive to push the U. S. into the war! The real
are entering the islands, sub- tain water cool enough for bathhours of hard work one peso,
An escape is needed in both
news,behind the attacks on the trade unions. THE NEWS
marines are maneuvering from ing purposes when in the tropics; shaft alleys for
fifty centavos per day, which is
safety of crew
THE BIG-BUSINESS-CONTROLLED AMERICAN PRESS
one end of the island to the heavy duty automatic hydraulic account of present wartime con75 cents per day in American
WON'T PRINT.
other, the people feel it's only door closer for passageway door ditions.
money.
a question not of years, not of outside deck engineer room; Yale
This
news must get to you ... your friend ... your family.
Hand
rails
around
valve
ROTTEN CONDITIONS
locks on all rooms with several
months, but of days.
You should . . you must know what's going on. And you
gear.
We will be looking for you at the
A school-taught professional
keys each; fix drains under cofcan ... by reading IN FACT, the weekly newsletter.
More fresh milk and less
National Maritime Union
stenographer received 20 to 25 WAR SHADOWS
fee urns; porthole screens all grease
in
food.
A plane flew over our heads messrooms. Screen openings
pesos per month, while a waitress
beSo far $20 collected for Bridges
receives as low as 8 pesos per today-circled us twice and left tween passageway and firemen's
defense fund from the black gang
-a green bomber.
month.
We are three days out of the messroom; more dishes in mess- and expect more from other deBear in mind that the price of
islands on our way to Singapore. rooms all kinds; fix outside doors partments before the trip is over.
food is rapidly rising as is true
Elect a delegate from your ship
We have been told that we are leading to bake shop and storeVoted that a ship's fund be
FACT, Inc., 19 UNIVERSITY PLACE, New York, N.Y.
In the states.
room to be made water tight.
and send him to
entering the mine area.
started with each man paying 25
Enclosed Please Find D 50c for 52 Weeks U 25c for 20 Weeks
Yet, while the cost of living is
Today it became more clear as
cents.
to IN FACT for:
going up, the wage level in all we were given orders to make
SAN FRANCISCO-The Jose
ready with the life boats.
cases remains the same.
NAME
Willie Lawrence, long on the coastORANGE, Texas-Congressman
Boat covers were taken off,
While it is true that working
WEEK OF JULY 7, 1941
wise trade here, and recently run- Martin Dies, Democrat, announced
men's organizations have been boats swung out, all ready in ning
ADDRESS
on the Atlantic coast was he will run for the United States
This ad paid for by the NMU crew of
kept down to a minimum, it is case of emergency.
We have more lights running sold this week by its owners, Senate to fill the vacancy left by
also clear that there exists on the
the SS Spencer Kellogg
CITY AND STATE
than it takes to light up the Em- Lawrence Philips company, to the the death last week of Senator
Islands a few powerful unions pire State building,
also all day Waterman Line of New York,
Morris Sheppard.

Where the Dawn Comes
Up Like Thunder

CIO Maritime Committee

Program of Unity Around
NAM' Convention Grows

President Monroe

Takes Lead In
Bridges'Defense

Alabaman

Joint
Meeting

Virginian

Support to
Bridges
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NEWS THEY WON'T PRINT!

GEORGE SELDES, Editor

Brothers of the
West Coast

Unity Convention
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